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Football readies
for next year's
changes
In preparation for the
coming season the
team is making some
interesting position
switches | Page 9

Cold streak at
home against
CMU
In the midst of snow
and low temperatures
BG baseball lost
three in a row | Page 9

OBGYN switches sides

GSS votes

Former abortion doctor chooses life over money

Dunbridge,
for equality

By Theresa Scott
Reporter

It is not often the word "abortion" is not met with some sort
of debate. Both those who are
pro-life and those who are prochoice have heated opinions on
the emotionally charged issue.
Last night the organization
Falcons For life hoped to spark
a discussion about the subject
with their event "Learn the Truth
About Abortion." Over 60 students, faculty and staff were in

attendance as Dr. Tony Levatino
talked about his experiences as a
former abortion doctor.
In a half an hour presentation
Dr. Levatino told his story of how
he went from being a pro-choice
OBGYN to a pro-life activist.
Dr. Ifvatino. who performed
abortions from the late 1970s
until the early 1980s, said that
the main reason doctors perform abortions is because of the
amount of money in the business.
"I would make S600 an abor-

Dr. Tony
Levantino
Former abortion
doctor who spoke
at BGSU last night.

don, it was easy money," Levatino
said. "I could perform three or
four in the morning and then go
play golf in the afternoon."
Dr. Levatino brought with him
the tools used in die procedure
and a few abortion horror stories

to icll lilt- audience. I If explained
that he was generally unaffected
by these procedures until the
death of his voting daughter in
1984.
"A few weeks after the accident
I went into the operating room,
881 normally would, prepared to
do my job," Levatino said. "'Mien
I ripped out an arm of a child and
just stared at it. It was the first
rime I realty looked. I didn't see
her right to choose. I didn't see
See ABORTION Page 2

Sports editor
has a hard time
playing softball
John Turner steps up
to the plate to face
the Falcon's finest
pitchers

k
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New financial
administrator
to take over

By Freddy Hunt
Reporter

This year over 200 trees and 200 shrubs
will be planted in an effort to diversify
Bowling Green's urban forest and to prevent the spread of the Emerald Ash Borer
epidemic.
As the ciiv's first arhorist, David
Biencmann said he has one major goal.
"When I first came to Bowling Green
I thought we had a great urban forest,"
Bienemann said. "I thought it was going
to be a prairie but the fact that we had
8,000 trees was a shock to me. My goal is
to increase the canopy by 30 percent by
the time I retire."
This year Bienemann said he received
two community development block
grants; $20,000 to plant trees and shrubs
in Carter Park and $25,000 to plant and
replace trees downtown.
By May 31, Carter Park, located by the
big water tower, will be gaining 80 trees
and 205 shrubs to increase the beauty
of the park and difficulty of the disc golf
course, according to Bienemann.
Aaron Marzullo, senior who has been
playing Disc Golf at Carter Park for years,
said half of the holes are fine the way
they are but by adding trees and bushes
the course will only improve.
The first hole, for example, has no
trees on it," Marzullo said. "Adding a few
trees in certain areas might not make

Sherideen Stoll
will take over after
Christopher Dalton
retires | Page 5

Missing
84- year-old
woman found
Man raped, killed and
kidnapped and then
left the body on side
of road | Page 5

Shopsmart
does research
on perfumes
Some cosmetics have
a chemical called
phthalates and it may
lead to health risks |
Page 13

Americans
want whiter
teeth

See TREES I Page 2

Teeth whitening is the
number one cosmetic
surgery | Page 13

to delay

By Tim Sampson
Reporter

A major University building project and gender discrimination
topped the agenda ai the most
recent Graduate smdcni Senate
meeting.
On Friday, senators Introduced
a bill requesting thai the board ol
trustees delay anj action on the
Dunbridge learning community
until all aspects have IHVII thoi
oughly planned.
I he Dunbridge project, which
has been in planning for over a
year, is a promised learning community thai would bebuih East ol
Interstate 75 on Dunbridge Road
near Copper Beach Ibwnhomes.
I he bill, which is scheduled to
be voted on al the next t ISS meeting in two weeks, asked thai the
Board of trustees to postpone ,i
rumored lune vote on the project until the "feasibility ol the
academic centerpieces" and the
"environrnental sustainability" ol
the project have been looked al
more closely
According to the bills sponsors
these twoaspei tshave beenovei
looked
"Then", been a lot ol research
that's gone into the housing —
we just want thai same level of
research logo into these two areas
as (veil." slid Gina i indercin, student affairs chair.
Onderdn said thai, unlike with
housing, no survey has I wen done
to plan for the academic departments and research facilities thai
would he housed in I luuhiidgc.
She also expressed concern
about making the whole project
environmentally friendly. She said
dial an increase in commuter traftic as a result of the project could
pose a problem even if the com
miiniiy Itself is environmental!)
sound.
"It could lx' counter productive
to have busses and all sorts ofOtha
transportation going back and
forth all the time from I Kinbridge
to the main campus, she said.
In addition to discussing
Dunbridge. the senate also
approved a bill supporting the
addition of gendei identity and
expression to the I hiiversh) Is anti
discrimination policies.
After pnstponingtlicvutf at their
lasl meeting to allow loi lurthci
discussion, the senate approved
die bill by written ballot by a vole
of 26-4 with 4 abstentions.
The bill, sponsored by the
on-campus rransgender group
Transcendence, encourages the
board of trustees change the
University's equal opportunity,
eiuKil education and anti-harass
nieni policies to include specific
language about gender Identity
and expression.
I he bill has been discussed by
several different organizations
over I he lasl month,
A similar version of the bill, also

Do you think the Rec.
Center needs to be
improved?

See'GSS! Paqe 2

High school students get a head start
SHAMIKA JOHNSON,
Senior, History
"Yes, I think they
should change the
layout of it." | Page 4

TODAY
Partly Cloudy
High: 47. Low: 29

TOMORROW
Rain/Snow
High: 40 Low: 36

By Metwn Al liwntiuut
Reporter

A $225,000 grant from the Ohio
Department of Education will
allow high school juniors and
seniors in Northwest Ohio to take
online science courses with BGSU
this summer.
This opportunity will be offered
to qualified high school students
who are interested in taking classes to gain University credit hours
and experience with college level
courses.
High school students need to
meet a list of requirements to be
able to participate in these classes.
Students must have a transcript
to show they have a cumulative
high school grade point average
of 3.5, be a junior or a senior and

have access to a computer with
Internet connection.
The courses are open to any
students who wish to further
their education in the summer,
but these classes will count only
towards a degree pursued at
BGSU.
Student admissions, tuition
and book fees will be paid for with
the money from the grant.
All application packets are to
be sent to Julia Matuga. assistant
dean of graduate studies and
external programs in the BGSU
College of Education and i Ionian
Development. The applications
are due April 13,2007 at 5 p.m.
"These courses are a good
opportunity to build bridges between high school and
BGSU," Matuga said. "Biology
108, Geography 125 and

Environmental Studies 101 are
the three courses offered online
to the students."
According to Matuga, high
school teachers will work with
experienced University instructors to teach the courses. They are
to meet and work together seven
hours a week.
Michelle Lawrence, junior,
thinks that this is a great opportunity for high school students who
are intending to go to college after
high school.
"Asa future high school marketing teacher, I think students who
are offered this type of opportunity should take advantage of
it," Lawrence said. "They can prepare themselves for what college
courses are like which adds to a
See POST | Page 2

Contaminated food causes
kidney failure for cats and dogs
By Andrew Bridges

"We see so many

The Associated P(ess

WASHINGTON — Pet food
contaminated with an industrial chemical may have sickened or killed 39,000 cats and
dogs nationwide, based on
an extrapolation from data
released yesterday by one of
the nation's largest chains of
veterinary hospitals.
Banfield, The Pet Hospital,
said an analysis of its database, compiled from records
collected by its more than
615 veterinary hospitals, suggests that three out of every
10,000 cats and dogs that ate
the pet food contaminated
with melamine developed

pets here, and it
coincided with the
recall period."
Hugh Lewis j

kidney failure. There are an
estimated tit) million dogs and
70 million cats in the United
States, according to the
American Veterinary Medical
Association.
The hospital chain saw 1
million dogs and cats during
the three months when the

JVVISIT BGNEWS.COM: NEWS, SPORTS, UPDATES, MULTIMEDIA AND FORUMS FOR YOUR EVERYDAY LIFE
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BLOTTER

ABORTION

FRIDAY

From Page 1

1:18 P.M.
Wallet containing a silver loctet
I'd reported stolen at
■ ize's on East Wooster Street.
6:27 PM
sorted a boy pointed a gun
at her at a Dill Avenue home The
gun was later determined to be an
HI
"• ind was confiscated.
8 26 PM
Glen Paul Myers. 56. of Bowling
Green, arrested for taking $145 01 in
m Bowling Green Country
Club

SATURDAY
12:22 AM.
Akeasi Danso. 25. of Bowling
Green, cited for public urination on
'feet
113 A.M.
'•■er. 20. of Copley,
Ohio, arrested for using ani." ■
ID to try to get into Uptown/
ipOTtS Bar and Deli on
Man Street
1:58AM
Scott R Bates. 19. of Bowling
Green, arrested for disorderly conduct, obstructing official business
lerage under the influence
Ulth Church Street apartment When officers approached
after getting a
loud musk complaint, they heard
screaming They knocked at his
door and Bates did not respond
for 10 minutes. When the police
said they could issue a loud music
nil. "That's OK. were
going to bed and you're bothering
us. Good night" An officer told
obstructing official
business and could be arrested.
ujt. was cited
and then released.
2:21 A.M.
■ ■ E Doster. 25. of Bowling
Green, cited for operating a vehicle
while under the influence and no
tail lights on North Summit Street
2 46 A.M.
. D, Swartz. 22. of Haskins.
Ohio, arrested for disorderly conNorth Main Street after he
was found intoxicated and unable
to communicate with officers. He
■ ilcen to the Wood County
Justice Center on $1,500 bond.

k

ONLINE: rWiirao ol the blotter
I BGNews.com

By Thcrau Scott
Reporter
It is not often the word "abortion" is not met with sonic sort
of debate. Both those who are
pro-life and those who are pruchoice have heated opinions on
the emotionally charged issue.
Last night the organization
falcons Bor life hoped to spark
a discussion about the subject
with their event 'Learn the Ihuh
About Abortion." Over M students, faculty and staff were in
attendance as Dr. Tony U'vatino
talked about his experiences as a
former abortion doctor.
In a half an hour presentation

Dr. Levatino told his story of how
he went from being a pro-choice
OBGYN to a pro-life activist.
Dr. levatino. who |X'iformed
abortions from the late 1970s
until the early 1980s, said that
the main reason doctors perform abortions is because of the
amount of money in the business.
"I would make SHOO an
abortion, it was easy money/'
Levatino said I could perfonu
three or four in the morning and
then go play golf in the afternoon."
Dr. Levatino brought with
him the tools used in the procedure and a few abortion honor
stories to tell the audience. He

FOOD
From Page 1

By Andrew Bridges
The Associated Press
WASHINGTON - Pet food
contaminated with an industrial chemical may have sickened or killed 39.000 cats and
dogs nationwide, based on
an extrapolation from data
released yesterday by one of
the nation's largest chains of
veterinary hospitals.
Banfiekl, The Pel Hospital,
said an analysis of its database, compiled from records
collected by its more than
615 veterinary hospitals, suggests thai three out of every
UI.(H)t) cats and dogs that ale

explained that he was generally
unaffected by these procedures
until the death of his young
daughter in 1984.
"A few weeks after die accident I went into the operating
room, as I nonnally would, prepared to do my job," Itvatino
said "Then l ripped out an arm
of a child and just stared at it. It
was the first time I really looked.
I didn't see her right to choose,
I didn't see the $600, 1 just saw
somebody's son or daughter on
the table."
"After that 1 just could not
perform abortions anymore,"
Levatino said.
After his speech the doctor
opened the floor to audience
questions and comments.
Marcus liicci, who works at die
Center For Choice in Toledo,
emphasized his belief that
schools need to become involved
in comprehensive education.
We need to start with education, which educates students
on the use of condoms and birth
control." Ilicci said. "Right now
I.ucas county has abstinenceonly education and this obviously Is not working."
"I think that if abortion were to
become illegal it could become
more dangerous," Ricci said.
"Women would have to leave
the country and would not be
able to go to a legal provider
unless they could find one who
could find another reason. Then
it really would become a class

the pel food contaminated
with melamine developed
kidney failure. There are an
estimated 60 million dogs and
70 million cats in the United
States, according to (he
American Veterinary Medical
Association.
The hospital chain saw I
million dogs and cats during
the three months when the
more than 100 brands of nowrecalled contaminated pet
food were sold. It saw 284 extra
cases of kidney failure among
cats during that period, or a
roughly .10 percent increase,
When compared with background rates.
"It has meaning, when
you see a peak like that. We
see so many pets here, and
it coincided with the recall
period," said veterinarian

TREES
From Page 1

By Freddy Hunt
Reporter
This year over 200 trees and
200 shrubs will be planted in
an effort to diversify Bowling
Green's urban forest and
to prevent the spread of the
Emerald Ash Borer epidemic.
As the city's first arborist,
David Bienemann said he has
one major goal.
"When I first came to
Bowling Green 1 thought we
had a great urban forest,"
Bienemann said. "I thought it
was going to be a prairie but
the fact that we had 8,000 trees
was a shock to me. My goal is
to increase the canopy by 30
percent by the time I retire."
This year Bienemann said
he received two community
development block grants;
S20.000 to plant trees and
shrubs in Carter Park and
$25,000 to plant and replace
trees downtown.
By May 31. Carter I'ark, located by the big water tower, will
be gaining 80 trees and 205
shrubs to increase the beauty
of the park and difficulty of
the disc golf course, according
to Bienemann.
Aaron Mar/ullo, senior who
has been playing Disc Golf at
Carter Park for years, said half

of the holes are fine the way
they are but by adding trees
and bushes the course will
only improve.
"The first hole, for example,
has no trees on it," Marzullo
said. "Adding a few trees in
certain areas might not make
the hole harder, but it would
at least make it look a whole
lot prettier, especially in the

spring."
The parks in Bowling Green
aren't the only places getting
an arborist makeover.
Bienemann said 81 various
trees will be planted mostly
along the downtown sections
of Wooster and Main St.
Besides the trees and shrubs

provided by the two community development block grants,
Bienemann said 80 trees will
be planted as part of standard
spring tree planting. They will
be planted in new subdivisions
and also in place of existing
damaged trees, he said.
Efforts are also being made
to reconstruct the landscaping along 1-'. Wooster St. which
was destroyed during the 2004
renovations, Bienemann said.
Although many trees are
being planted, many are also
being lost to the Emerald
Ash Borer, an invasive beetle
from Asia that is slowly making its way through the Mid
West, destroying Ash trees
on it's way.
Removal and replacement
of the ash trees may come at a

GSS

POST

From Page 1

From Page 1

A major University building
project and gender discrimination topped the agenda at the
most recent Graduate Student
Senate meeting
On Friday, senators introduced a bill requesting that
the board of trustees delay
any action on the Dunbridge
learning community until all
aspects have been thoroughly
planned.
The Dunbridge project,
which has been in planning for
ova a year, is a proposed learning community diat would be

What isuBOcloin
unlvor&ity
organization/

Below is a list of areas scheduled to receive a natural makeover.
■ 80 trees and 205 shrubs in
Carter Park
■ 81 trees along Main St.
and Wooster St. downtown
■ 80 trees in new subdivisions and to replace existing damaged trees
■ Ash trees removal and
replacement along
Anderson Arena and BG
Country Club
■ Reconstruction of landscape ruined by the 2004
Wooster St. expansion

cost of about S400 a tree, but
Bienemann said the Ash Borer
is actually resulting in a more
diverse urban forest.
"We are going to plant mult iple species in one subdivision
that way if another invasive
species does come we wont
loose all the trees in that one
area." he said.

Bienemann said he has
adopted a 10 20-30 policy. He
said he will not plant more
than 10 percent on one species, no more than 20 percent
of one genus and no more
than :!() percent of one family

Summer courses

By Megan Armentrout
Reporter

By Tim Sampson
Reporter

TREES IN BOWLING
GREEN TO BE
PLANTED...

A $225,000 grant from the Ohio
Department of Education will
allow high school juniors and
seniors in Northwest Ohio to
take online science courses with

BGSU this summer.
This opportunity will lie
offered to qualified high school
students who are interested in
taking classes to gain University
credit hours and experience
with college level ionises
1 ligh school Students need to
meet a list of requirements to
be able to participate in these
classes. Students must have a
transcript to show they have a

Online courses offered to high
school students this summer:
■ BIOL 108 Life in the Sea
■ GEOG 125 Weather and
Climate
■ ENVS 101 Introduction to
Environmental Studies
Requirements:
■ J.5 GPA
■ Junior or senior in
Northwest Ohio
■ Access to a computer
with Internet connection

cumulative high school grade
point average of 3.5, bo a junior
or a senior and have access to
a computer with Internet connection.
The courses are open to any

or YOU?
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TICKETS NOW AVAILABLE!
WWW.BGSU.MUSICTODAY.BGSU.COM
WEDNESDAY APRIL

18, 2007

Doors Open @ 7:00pM
Show Starts @ 8:00PM
Q

u

8

6

CAMPUS

WWWBGNEWS.COM

GET A LIFE

Tuesday. April 10.20O7 3

Welcoming a fresh face

CALENDAR Of EVENTS
Some events ulen from cents bqvjedu

Peace Lecture- Water
and Conflict in the 21st
Century

BGSU names its new chief financial officer

The 2007 Edward Lamb Peace
By Samantha Johnstonc

Lecture will be given by Peter

Reporter

Gleick. PhD. President ol the Pacific
Institute (or Studies in Development.

When one door closes another
door opens. Likewise, as BGSU
loses an administrator, another.
one is gained.
The University has named
Sherideen Stoll as chief financial officer and vice president of
Finance and Administrarion. Stoll,
vice president of administration
and finance at die Northeastern
Ohio University's College of
Medicine in Rootstown, will he
replacing Christopher Dalton
when he retires.
"Chris is highly regarded for
good reasons," she said.
According to Stoll, she has
known Dalton for a long time and
is a little anxious to follow him.
"I'm a little intimidated, a little
scared and nervous," she said.
"It's an incredible compliment
to me that I can follow someone

Environment and Security Dt Gleick's
lecture is titled Water and Conflict in
the 21st Century: Fears and Hopes
The Lecture is free
mOlscimp

7 - 9 p.m.
Film Screening: The
Believers
The Believers documents the journey
of the world's first transcjender gospel
choir Sponsored by Transcendence.
300 Saddlemire

8 p.m.
Yeji Kim. flute
Bryan Recital Hall. Moore
Musical Arts Center

like Chris."

Pub Unplugged: Steven
Walker

Dalton is only part of the
incredible faculty Stoll said she is
impressed with,
"I've been in Ohio for a number
of years and I am very familiar with
BCSU as a university," she said.
A major attraction. Stoll added,
is the learning communities and
President Ribeau's contributions.
"President Ribeau is highly
respected throughout the education community." she said.
According to Stoll, all of these

Union Pub

9 p.m.
College Democrats
Informational Meeting
215 0lscamp

9 - lft'5 p.m.
Vision (GLBT-) Weekly
Meeting
107 Ha • Hall

qualities add up to form the
University's great reputation.
Debbie Staats. who has known
Stoll since 1995 and will replace
her when she leaves, believes
Stoll's qualifications will only add
to the reputation.
'Sherri's really good at digging
until she understands all the facts,"
Staats said. "She's going to come in
and really evaluate what's going on
at Howling Green."
Staats believes her ability to gel
the details right will be an asset to
the University.
FJIen Huppel, Stoll's assistant for
three years, agreed she is qualified
for the job.
"Her approach to a problem
is very thoughtful and well considered," Ruppel said. "She has a
lot of experience and she's well
grounded."
According to Stoll, though, then'
will be differences between her
current institution and BGSU,
"|Northcastem| is a much,
much smaller institution," Stoll
said "I Very institution has its own
culture and way of doing things."
The pressure the rising tuition
has on students is an issue both
schools face, Stoll said.
"The thing we have in common
is that we are both very engaged in
helping students," she said.
I ler plan is to spend some time
listening before implementing any
big changes.
"I think my approach will be

to come in and spend some time
learning," she said. "I don't expect
to walk in on day one and know
everything."
Stoll said the Ix-st part of her
job is watching a student start as
a freshman and finally graduate
with a degree.
"There's something uniquely
special about being a part of an
education," she said, "[-very day
there arc new challenges and new
opportunities."
According to Huppel, Stoll adds
something uniquely special to
education and the workplace.
"She's really an amazing person," she said. "She's a thoughtful
person, not just personally, but in
her business as well."
Even outside the workplace,
Stoll challenge-, herself.
She said she loves to travel, run
and golf. She enjoys watching foot
ball and hopes to attend a Palcons
football game next season.
"She's a huge Green Bay
Packers fan," Staats said. "She
loves Brett Favre."
Stoll's sense of humor, both
Ruppel and Staats agreed, is something they will miss about her.
"Sometimes you have to step
backand realizewe'rcdoingagood
job and throw in a little humor to
get through the day and Sherri's
really good at that." Staats said.

Quartet warms up to compete
MUSIC: ritibik^xophoncUcafti'l Lhns ( i'■

, -

''

in Poiner

and David Babxh prepare fo* the finals of the Chamber Music Con t|

DAILY ADVISING TIP
Be sure you can register <it your assigned time bj < becking
Holds on My Account in Vh IH .si

t ontacl the office

thai placed the hold to resoh e the issue so you
can register on time.
ed by Advising St

Sp«.

COME IN AND SIGN A

Delivery Driver Needed
BGNEWS

Fall/Spring Semester
2007 - 2008

^U APPLY NOW!

MECCA

RESERVATION AGREEMENT

Management Inc.

TODAY AND WE WILL GIVE YOU A
$25.00 GIFT CERTIFICATE TO
MYLES PIZZA!!

$25.00 MYLES COUPON $25.00 MYLES COUPON
1045 N. Main St. Bowling Green, OH. 43402 419-353-5800 info@meccabg.com
www.meccabg.coni
♦CERTAIN TERMS* RESTRICTIONS Al'l'l V

Are you a morning person?
Do you have reliable transportation?
THE BG NEWS is looking for a mature individual to deliver papers
for 2-3 hours starting at 6:00 am, Monday through Friday.
In return, you receive OUTSTANDING WAGES.
($10 - $15 per hour)
Maturity and Reliability a MUST!
Apply through BGSU WorkNet or call 372-2607 or email
rborteKobgsu.edu to start Oie application process.

TMP »r» kJClAIC
Tf- D\J I lC T VO

HOUSES AVAILABLE FOR RENT
2007-2008
HOUSES AVAILABLE
MAY 12,2007
722 EIGHTH STREET - Two bedroom

723 SIXTH STREET - Three bedrooms.

A-frame houses. $560.00 per month plus

S560.00 per month plus utilities. Deposit

Utilities. Deposit S560.00. Limit 3 people.

$560.00 Limit 3 people. Limit 3 cars. Lease

Limit 3 cars. Lease 5,12/07 yo 5/3/08.

5/12/07 to 5/3/08.

629 ELM STREET

Three bedrooms. $885.00

830 - 8301/2 SCOTT

per month plus utilities. Deposit $885.00.

HAMILTON - Three bedrooms, 2 baths.

Tenants have use of garage. House has

$925.00 per month. Air conditioned.

washer, dryer and air conditioning. Limit

Deposit $925.00. Limit 5 people. Limit 5

3 people. Limit 3 cars. Lease 5/12/07 to

cars. Lease 5/12/07 to 5/3/08.

5/3/08.
146 MANVILLE - Two bedrooms. $700.00

831 SCOTT HAMILTON, UNIT «A - Two

per month plus utilities. Deposit $700.00

bedroom. $810.00 per month. Deposit

Limit 3 people. Limit 3 cars. Lease 5/12/07

$810.00. Has a washer and a dryer. Limit 4

to 5/3/08.

people. Limit 4 cars.Lease5/12/07 to 5/3/08.

136 PALMER - Three bedrooms. $725.0

HOUSES AVAILABLE
AUGUST 16,2007

per month plus utilities. Deposit $725.00.
Has a washer and dryer. Garage for storage
only. Limit 3 people. Limit 3 cars. Lease
8/16/07 to 8/9/08.

422 CLOUGH STREET - Two bedrooms.

712 SECOND STREET, UNIT «B Two

$70.00 per month plus utilities. Deposit

bedrooms. $690 per month. Deposit

$470.00. Limit 2 people. Limit 2 cars. Lease

$690.00. Has dishwasher and air

8/16/07 to 8/9/08.

conditioning. Limit 2 people. Limit 2 cars.
Lease 8/16/07 to 8/9/08.

We Still have a Selection of Houses Available for 2007-2008

--

319 E. Woottar Sir.not. Bowling Gr«en
(Located Aero
Rental Office 419-3S4-22SO
Hours Mon. thru Frl. SlSO-BlSO Sat B;30 5:00
www john newlove re ale ilia com

WE'VE GOT A PLACE FOR EVERYONE!
I

March 19
March 21
March 27
April 3
April 10
April 16
April 20

Graduate Students
Non-Degree Graduate Students
Seniors
Juniors
Sophomores
Freshmen
Guest Students

Don't miss out! See your advisor now!
Pre-Major Advising and UPAS
Arts & Sciences
Business Administration
Education & Human Development
Health & Human Services
Musical Arts
Technology
Firelands

101 University Hall

372-B943

205 Administration Building

372-2015

371 Business Administration Building

372-2747

365 Education Building

372-7372

102 Health Center

372-8242

1031 Moore Musical Arts Building

372-2181

102 Technology Building

372-7581

101 West Building

372-0676

Register using My.BGSU.edll
To find your exact registration day and time, go to the
Office of Registration and Records website at

www.bgsu.edu/offices/registrar

JOHN

NEWLOVE

Registration begins for:

BGSU

Office of Registration and Records
Phone 419-372 4444
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"I'm not a bad person. I'm a good person, but I said a bad thing." - Don
Imus. apologizing on his radio show yesterday after making racially-charged comments
about the Rutgers womens' basketball team, from Time.com
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Do you think the Rec Center needs to be improved?
I don't exercise"

"I think it should

"I think the Rec

"I think maybe some

b» because all the

is flawed, but it's

up-to-date equipment

weight machines are

adequate."

would be nice.

Have your own take on

Otherwise, it rocks"

today's People On The

on the bottom floor."
BONNIE SHIELDS.
Sophomoie. VCT

I*

VISIT US AT
BGNEWS.COM

Street? Or a suggestion for
BEN BLAKESLEE.
Senior. Biology

KRISTENDIPPMAN,
Sophomoie. Education

COREY
REASONOVER.
Sophomore. AYA Education

a question? Give us your
feedback at bgnewscom.

Rec Center could use improvements for University students

You've seen n as you're driving
down south mi Interstate 7.r> to
gel nit at exit IHI. I 'ink to your
right and you'll see a newaddl
don t" Doyi I. Perry stadium.
lust a leu weeks ago, a press
release from the Universit)
announced it had reached
the S7.7 million Fundralsing
Hiial lor its brand new Sebo
Athletic (enter, a sports facility attached to the north end ol
the stadium. The construction
ol the alhletii center is one of
the major capital projects ol
the University's fundraising
■HiHI called "BuildingDreams:
the Centennial Campaign lor
lit ;st |," a campaign which has
achieved an overall $110 million in Funds for tin.' University.
V i online, to the press release,
the Sebo Athletic Center is the
tirsi facility "constructed exclu-

sively for intercollegiate athletes
since Doyt I.. Perry Stadium was
opened in 1966."
In just a short amount of
time, the Sebo Athletic (enter
will host its grand opening.
Featuring a sports medicine
.mil rehabilitation facility, as
well as strength and conditioning facility, the new complex
sounds like a dream come true
for any student-athlete. The
press release describes the Sebo
Athletic Outer as a huge gain for
the Universit) s I tepartment of
Athletics because it upgrades the
facilities necessary to accommodate athletes,
I he good thing about the
construction of this new facility is that ii does allow Student athletes to enjoy a place
where they can maximize their
physical fitness as well as get
the medical attention they need
to stay healthy. (Ibviously, this
directly benefits the University's
I k'partniciit ol Athletics because
athletes will have all the tangible
tools they need to help advance
their respective teams to success.
In turn, successful teams boost

the morale of the whole student
body for the University, and the
school can point to this beautiful
building as an attraction lor prospective student-athletes. There
is a lot of good that conies from
the construction of the Sebo
Athletic Center.
I lowever. as much as I am a
huge sports fan and am behind
my fellow students who are
athletes 100 percent, I think the
University should also consider a
better fitness facility for students
who are not athletes. Yes, the
average student is able to enjoy
the Student Recreation Center
free of charge and while I appreciate that, it would be nice to see
something more accommodating to the 1 Iniversity's growing
student body.
The Rec, now over 25 years
old, certainly serves its purpose
for now. Hut, projecting into the
future, the building will continue
to age and the student body
could quite possibly outgrow its
capacity and durability.
This fall, there was an end
of term headcount enrollment of 4,889 freshmen on

the University's main campus,
as opposed to last fall's count
of 3,727 freshmen, according
to the University's Office of
Institutional Research. If that
kind of increase continues and
it the University wants it to continue, then there needs to be
more consideration of facilities
which can accommodate those
kinds of numbers. An improved
Student Recreation Center could
be a huge asset in accommodating students as well as attracting
prospective students.
There are many students on
campus who are athletically
driven, but do not participatein NCAA sports because they
either choose not to, or don't
think they have the ability to
compete at the collegiate level.
But, that does not mean that
they should not have the facilities to help them reach their
athletic potential.
Administrators and board
members certainly want to make
Howling Green State University
a premier institution of higher
education. And while I'm sure
they have an awareness of stu-

dents' needs, 1 would further
encourage them to consider to
taking into account the fitness
needs of non-scholarship athletes on this campus.
I would propose that if the
Rec Center were to be improved,
many more students would
make use of the facility, which
could greatly improve students'
physical and mental health. The
American Heart Association
reports the 1996 U.S. Surgeon
(ieneral's Report on Physical
Activity and Public I lealth as saying that physically active people
tend to have more self-esteem
and have better "moods." AHA
also gives credit to studies which
suggest that exercise increases
alertness and mental ability.
This is nothing new. The point
is that even though the Sebo
Athletic Center is a great advantage for snident athletes, regular,
everyday students would also
make good use of an upgraded
workout facility. In the grand
scheme of things, it could really
make a difference in students'
health as a whole. Of course,
part of it comes down to indi-

"An improved Student
Recreation Center
could be a huge asset
in accommodating
students as well as
attracting prospective
students."
viduals' motivation, but sometimes a little more incentive can
increase that motivation.
Maybe an expanded track,
more weight resistance
machines or just something a
little nicer looking could really
improve the Rec and encourage
students to make better use of it.
Who knows, maybe some simple
improvements could really boost
the overall physical and mental
fitness of this University,
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Extremist religious groups
are extremely scary
FjF SCOTT BECKER
^^fr^^^ COLUMNIST

\ war has been waged in the
U.S. and this war is not fought
with guns and soldiers hut rather
with the voices of brainwashed
teenagers. According to an
article in Rolling Stone entitled
Teenage I Inly War". Ron Luce,
a radical evangelical (hristian,
lias siarted a youth group known
as Hattlecry. I le has created this
group to lead teenagers in a war
against I he wicked, the weakminded, and what he claims
to he "pop culture terrorism."
Luce calls traditional Christians
traitors and uses tickle-minded
children to do his dirty work in
what he believes is a religious
revolution.

According to the same article
in Rolling Stone, "luce selected
more than (i.(XX) (teenagers) for
his I lonor Academv, some of
whom become political operatives, media activists and militant preachers who then funnel
fresh kids into the Academy. It's a
vertically integrated movement,
a machine thai produces 'leaders
for the army.' a command cadre
that can count on the masses
I .uce conditions as its infantry." It
sounds to me like this man hasa
notion that seems very familiar.
Oh yeah, that's because his youth
camp seems much like I litler's
youth camp many years ago.
Coin ince them to believe you

when their young and then you
have them in the palm of your
hand when they are older, more
powerful and respected in the
community.
This man is nothing better

than a tyrant in my book. He
attracts teenagers to his events
by having festivals that feature
bands that are popular and he
uses this to his advantage by
pouring his message upon them
in a very attracting manner. This
man should be looked upon as
crazy and frightening. He has
thousands of teenagers at his disposal that believe his every word
and would probably obey his
every request. This is a man that
says he wants to "start a war"
and the scarier part of that statement is that he claims it is not a
metaphor.
I don't understand many
things about this radical movement because I believe they contradict themselves in a number
of different ways. These Hattlecry
extremists believe in lesus, but
they also think that passive
Christians are "sissies." 1-ast time
I checked. lesus was a passive
and forgiving man, not a radical
extremist. I le did not want to
wage war against those different
than him, but in the contrary,
he wanted to help point |>eoples'
lives in the right direction and
preach t he word of Cod.
According to the Hattlecry
Web site, there is a crisis in the
world today and it is explained
as, "A stealthy enemy has infiltrated our country and is preying upon the hearts and minds
of 33 million American teens.
Corporations, media conglomerates, and purveyors of popular
culture have spent billions to
seduce and enslave our youth.
So fa r, t he enemy Is winnl ng.
But there is plenty we can do. We
need to take action. We need to
answer the Battle Cry."
I understand that the media
may be a little too obscene for
our children, but one has to
remember that we live in a free

THE BG NEWS
HOLLY ABRAMS, EDITOR-IN-CHIEF

"This man says he
wants to start a war'
and the scarier part...
is that he claims it is
not a metaphor."
country. If a person does not
like bow the media presents
information and entertainment,
they are free to simply not watch
or listen to it. But I believe it is
rather extreme to want to stop it
all together. The beautiful thing
about this country is that each
person is free to hold his or her
own personal ideas and beliefs.
If someone wants to believe that
the media is evil and seducing
our youth, that's fine. But don't
try' to tell me how to live my life.
According to a CBN article
entitled "Getting teens to
'acquire the fire'." In March 2003,
Ron was recognized as a national
voice on teen issues and appointed by President George W. Bush
to the White 1 louse Advisory
Commission on Drug-Pree
Communities. Sounds to me
like our government is mixing
church and state and promoting
the downward spiral of idiocy in
America.
Don't expect this article to be
the last that you hear about the
organization known as Battlecry.
They will draw more media
attention and they might start
attracting more half desperate
youths. Ron Luce seems like a
man that will do anything for his
cause, and that is the definition
of an extremely scary man.
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CHECK THIS OUT!
Ate you opinionated? Do you love to write? Do you want to be part of an award-winning news team?
The BG News is currently recruiting articulate, passionate students who want to
have a big impact on their community.
For more information e-mail Opinion Editor, Amanda Hoover at hoovama@bgsu.edu.
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Missing woman
84 year old found dead

Blade staff
member
resigns
By John Soewer

SIDNEY, Ohio (Al») - A man
who entered a house with
Ihe intention of robbing it
was charged with killing an
84-year-old woman who lived
there and whose body was
later found along a rural road,
authorities said.
Tips led authorities to arrest
Chris Harris, :i2, on Friday, one
day after Victoria I-Herman was
abducted from her home in I or!
Loramie, about 40 miles north
of Dayton, according to the
Shelby County Sheriff's Office.
Harris was surprised to find
the woman in the house and
assaulted her, authorities said.

He's accused of raping Eiterman
and driving her to a wooded
area, where he fatally struck
her in the back of the head and
left her body covered with tree
branches, authorities said.
Authorities had received cell
phone calls from Eilerman
while she was in the trunk of
a car Thursday, said Shelby
County Sheriff Kevin O'l.eary.
Dispatchers could hear her but
could not communicate back to

Victoria
Eilerman
Raped, kidnapped
and killed. Found
dead along road.

her, he said.
Harris returned
to the
wooded area Friday, retrieved
Bilerman's body and left it along
a rural road in Shelby County,
authorities said.
Ihe sheriff's office didn't
identify sources that provided the tips that led to Harris'
arrest.
I larris has been charged with
aggravated murder, rape and
kidnapping. He remained in
a Shelby County jail Saturday
night and was scheduled to be
arraigned yesterday in Sidne\
Municipal Court.
A correct ions off icer at t he jai I
said there was nothing to indicate that Harris had retained
an attorney. Harris' residence
in Sidney had an unlisted
number.

The Associated Press

ion IK)
\ stall' photographer for The Blade who
digitally altered a front-page
photo has resigned, the news
paper said yesterday.
Allan Detrich, a Pulitzer
Prize finalist in 1998, had
told Blade editors that he
altered a photo of an Ohio
college baseball team for
bis personal files and mistakenly sent it to the news

papei
The photo showed BluSton
University players kneeling
March 30 at their first game
after a bus crash killed live
players in \tlanta. Photos
of the team in other Ohio
newspapers showed the legs
of someone standing in the
background. I he legs did not
appeal in The Blade photo,
taken from a similar angle.
Detrich resigned Saturday,
a day after be was suspended
In the newspaper, said Blade
spokeswoman I uaiin Sharp.

Another possible trip to
Iraq for 13,000 troops
By Pauline J.lin.lc

"They are receiving alert orders now in

ociated Press
WASHINGTON—Some 13,000
National Guard troops are
receiving notice to prepare for
possible deployment to Iraq,
making it the second tour for
several thousand of them.
The orders hail been anticipated, but the specific units
were mil announced until
yesterday. I hc\ are the Army
National Guard's 39th Infantry
Brigade Combat learn, based
in Little Hock. Ark.;
15th
Infantry
Brigade
Combat
Team, Oklahoma city; the
7(ith Infantry Brigade Combat
learn. Indianapolis; and the
37th Infantry Brigade Combat
'leant. Columbus. Ohio.
The units would serve as
replacement forces in the regu
lar troop rotation for the war.
and would not be connected to
the recent military buildup for
security operations in Baghdad,
the Pentagon said.
The Ohio brigade has :i,ti<)(>
members — 2,400 from Ohio
and 1,200 from Michigan.

order to provide them the maximum time
to complete their preparations"
Many units in I he brigade have
been deployed once before to

I he troop alerts come as
President Bush and Congress

Iraq, Afghanistan, Kosovo and

wrestle over legislation that

liirkey.
One unit among the four
would cleplos in December
and the remaining in 2008, the
Army said in a statement.
They are receiving alert
orders now in order to provide
them the maximum time to

complete their preparations,"
the Defense Department said
in a separate statement. "It also
provides a greater measure of
predictability for family mem
hers and flexibility for employ
ers in plan for military service

of their employees."
Ihe final determination on
whether the units will deploy
will be made based on conditions on the ground in Iraq,
officials said.

would set timelines lor troop
withdrawals from Iraq.
Bush asked lor more than
SIIK) billion to pay for the wars
in Iraq and Afghanistan this
year. Congress has approved
the money, but the Senate
added a provision calling fol
most U.S. combat troops to be
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ew aim:
Stopping
violence

Budget cuts in near
future for schools

By Tony Lang
COLUMBUS, Ohio (API —Gov.
led Strickland's plan to Iree/e
tuition at state universities
for one year could force some
schools to cut millions from
their budgets and leave some
job openings unfilled.
Hut the proposal could also
create a better long-term financial support system for schools,
said Ohio Board of Regents
chancellor Eric Hngcrhut, who
oversees higher education in
the state.
Strickland's plan promises
record funding increases for
public colleges and universities
thai agree to no tuition increases next year and only .1 percent
l he following year.
Those schools would receive
an average of 5 percent more
slate money during the next
fiscal year. The tuition freeze
would apply to instate undergraduates.
In the meantime, though.
universities that sign on would
lace tough budget choices.
Ohio University in Athens
would lace a nearly SH.fi million shortfall, while Ohio Slate
University would have to trim
s7 million, roughly what it
cosis io employ Kit) full-time

"I'm not talking

Ohio Stale's budget advisers

have recommended that the
school agree to Strickland's

~r

I INI INNATI
Dr. Victor
Garcia's aim is starkly simple: smp you,ng men from
shooting each other.
I hetraumachiefandpediatric surgeon at Cincinnati
( hildren's I lospital Medical
c entei has pleaded sini e the
mid 1990s lo reverse ihe ris
ing numbers of young gunshot victims,
Now, with the t incinnati
C'II\ t louni il s unanimous
approval, he gets his chance,
nofacounleroffensive againsi streel
violence that's different from
any thing tried here before.
It's
called
CIRV
Cincinnati
Initiative
to
Reduce Violence
and one
novel feature is io call in Ihe
streel pat ks i ausing most
ol ihe bloodshed and offet
t III-III a ilium clime e \i cepi
a wa\ OIII ol the feud-like
shootings, and you'll get
help on the spot, But il
you persist in v ioleni e, we
will iise.e\ei\ legal inc.ins.

about Armageddon,

professors.

~

■

but it will be
painful.
■

.

Compact, and the schools
board of trustees could vole mi
it in lune.
"It will pin some siress on
US," said senior vice piesidenl ol business and finance
William Slikurti. Tin not talk
ing about Armageddon, hut-it
will be painful."
Before resorting to layoffs,
Ohio Stale would tiA 10 .save
money by leaving vacant positions unfilled and making
other cuts, Shkurtisaid
Ohio University, alreadj fat
ing a deficit because ol lagging
enrollment, has not made a
decision on ivhethei to support
the compact.
Ifthe school agrees, its Athens
campus would gel an additional S 1.7 million in state money,
but thai wouldn't overcome
a projected budget shortfall.
President Roderick McDavis
already presented the schools
budget council with a plan that
calls for vi .H million in admin
istrative and academic cuts.

including stiffer federal
prosecution, lo put MHO
group out ol business."

Quiet Living

STUDY
219 Can-St:
Three bedroom house. Washer/Dryer hook
up $725.00 per month plus all utilities.

FRIENDLY
1024 E. Wooster St. #MID:
Two bedroom Tnplex. haidwood floors,
close to campus! $895.00 per month
plus'

1008 Klotz Rd:
Three bedroom townhouse.
Washer/Dryer hook up. Central air.
$725 per month plus all utilities.
1026 E. Wooster St.:
Two bedroom triplex, off street
parking, close to campus. $665.00
per month plus electric and $45.00
per month for unlimited gas usage.

■

340 S. Main:
One l
■

'

142 Buttonwood Ave KA&C:
Oneoedrooma;
in a quiet neighbo' I
• 10.00.
■

NEWIWE
Rentals

332 South Main Str
Bowling Gio«n Ohio. 43402
410 352.5620
www.nswlover0nlala.com

OUR NURSES DON'T JUST WORK IN HOSPITALS. "
THEY RUN THEM.

It's Spring Clean-Up Time!

We pay CASH
for your
UNWANTED
VEHICLE!
Running or not!
• Cats • Trucks • Buses
Vans • Farm Equipment
We Tow It All!

Towing
Call Anytime • 24 hours/day

Preferred
Properties Co.
www.prelerredpropertiesco.com

MAKE YOUR HOME AT:
•
•
•
•
-

Haven House Manor
• Mini Mall Apts. idowiowi,
Fox Run Apts.
• Triplex
Piedmont "Newly Renovated"
• Houses
Updated Birchwood
small pets allowed
, „
see our website or
call tor more details

Combining your nursing education with Army ROTC means you'll graduate with the skills ol a nurse and the respect of
an Officer, a leader of the U.S. Army.
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SPACIOUS
BEDROOMS
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BECOME AN ARM'

. in H
-Urn

OFFICE HOURS
Mon-Frl: 8-12 & 1-4:30 Sit: 10-2
530 S. Maple St. 419-352-9378

Army ROTC Nursing - Find Out How It Can Change Your Life Today!
Contact LTC Marilyn DeWalt, BGSU Army ROTC, 419-372-2476, mdewalt@bgsu.edu or visit www.bgsu.edu/departments/mils
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Bush toughens border, j
pushes legislation
ByBrnFrllr.
The Associated Press

JOSE JUAREZ
SEEKING COMFORT:

"ug each other after being escorted out by
ted of $1

■ ■ >■■ i

lii , "

■ f people, tilling one. at ,vi ar counting firm where he was

•'

authorities said

High-speed chase ends in
suspected murderer's arrest
By David Aguilar

-.ml. describing the suspect as
"subdued. Very. very, verj sub

victim died on the way to Ihe
hospital.

lined."

LaCalamita was listed among
ihe professional staff on thy
Web site ul Gordon Advisors, a
public accounting and business
consulting firm in ihe building.
Calls to Cordon Advisors were
not answered yesterday alter
noon, and a recording said the
offices were closed.
The
170,000-sqiiare-foot
building houses a number of
businesses, including law offices
and the accounting firm. Police
at first told workers to stay in
their oft ices bin a short time
later evacuated the building.
about If) miles north of Detroit.
BUI Adgale, who works at I.PI.
Financial inside the building,
said he had hunkered down
inside the office tor a couple of
hours witli furniture pushed up
against the door. He said police
told the group to stay put until
officers allowed them to leave.
"It's tough. I want to get out,"
Adgale said by telephone.

Officers found a 12-gauge
pump-action shotgun and three
live shells in the vehicle. Pickell
said. Witnesses said the shooter
used a shotgun or a rifle, hoy
police Lt. (lerry Schetiinck said
Some witnesses told police
that when the shooter walked
into the office on the building's
second floor around 10a.m. yesterday, he looked as if he was
trying to hide something, Troy
Police (:h ief (iharies Craft said.
Police couldn't say how many
shots were fired.
"I'm not positive all three of
Ihe people were targeted, hut
there appeared to be some purpose." Craft said.
The families of the two
wounded men requested "total
privacy." and the hospital would
not release an) details about
their conditions, Beaumont
Hospital spokeswoman llene
Wolfe said. She said the third

i ROY, \lic h.
\ in.in suspect
ed of shooting three people, lulling one, MI an accounting firm
.liii<- he was fired last week
was arrested after ;i high-speed
i hase .1 few hours after ihe yes. 1.1.1. morning attack, authoriliessaid.
I'ulii e said thej had located
\nthony LaCalamita, 38, cm
Interstate 75, north of the sub
urban Detroit office building
.• here ihe shootings took place.
Sheriffs deputies and state
police chased him for tit miles,
including through a construction zone, at speeds up to 120
mph before he finallj pulled
ovei aftet about IS miputes,
• lenesee < ount) Sheriff Robert
I. Pickell said.
He probably, realized il he
didn't, he was going to be shut,"
llndersheriff lames I iagesaid.
LaCalamita said nothing after
officers surrounded him, I'ickell

YUMA. Ariz. — President
Bush said yesterday the
United Stales has toughened
security along its border
with Mexico and it's lime for
Congress to approve legislation overhauling ihe nation's
immigration laws.
At a Border Patrol station in
this southwest desert city, the
president campaigned for a
law to help people get temporary work in the United States
or clear up their illegal status
with a path to citizenship.
Bush hoped to send a message — particularly to conservative critics from his own
parly — that the stepped-up
border enforcement is working. His get-tough message
was meant to prod Congress
into passing a guest worker
program for immigrants, a signature domestic policy goal.
Bush was joined by Sen. Ion
Kyi. the Arizona Republican.
whose support is seen as
critical to any deal in ihe
Congress.
Another lawmaker vital
to Bush's effort. Democratic
Sen. Kdward Kennedy of
Massachusetts, said yesterday: "President Bush did the
right thing today by speaking out."
"Only a bipartisan hill will
become law," Kennedy added.
"There is a lot of common
ground, especially in the need
to strengthen our borders
and enforce our laws, though
important differences remain
lo be resolved."
I lie Senate majority leader,
Harry Keid. has scheduled
lime lor immigration debate
in May.
Both Bush and the
Democratic-run Congress
are eager to show some
accomplishment on a core
issue like immigration. Yet,
it's a sticky subject, and the
fault lines don't necessarily fall along party lines. I or
Bush, opportunities to see
through his domestic agenda are shrinking.
Administration officials
led by Homeland Security
Secretary Michael Cherloff

Before You
Sign A Lease
Did you ever consider that when you sign a lease you may be responsible for your roommates?
If they do not pay you have to! If ihey eause damage you could be held responsible. If your
roommate does not pay their rent you could be evicted!
Not at The Enclave Apartments. We offer individual leasing by the bedspace. You are only
responsible Tor your rental installment. If your roommate decides to skip we lake the loss not you!
DON'T HAVE ROOMMATES? No problem. We oiler a roommate matching program!
Call today to (ind out more! Enjo) our resort style atmosphere and amenities without the resort
style price tag!
^^
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THE ENCLAVE I &II
Office Hours: Mon-Fri 8:30-7
Sat 10-4, Sun 12-4
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J706 Napoleon Rd.
877-819-6802
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www.colleyeparkwfjb.cnm

"You cannot fully
secure the border
until you take
pressure off the
border,"
George Bush | President
and Commerce Secretary
Carlos Gutierrez have been
meeting privately for weeks
with Republican senators.
That expanded lo a meeting
in late March with key senators from bolh parties.
Out of that session, a workin-progress plan emerged —
one described as a draft White
I louse plan by officials in hot h
parties and advocacy groups
who got copies of the detailed
blueprint.
The White House disputes that characterization.
Spokesman Scott Stanzcl said
it was only a starting point,
an emerging consensus of
Republican senators and the
White House.
Regardless, the floated proposal has already met opposition. Thousands of people
marched through Los Angeles
on Saturday, spurred in pan
by what they called a belraval
by Hush.
The plan would grant
work visas to undocumented
immigrants but require them
lo return home and pay hefty!
fines to become legal U.S. residents. They could apply for
three-year work visas, dubbed
"Z" visas, which would be
renewable indefinitely but
cost $3,500 each lime.
Stressing security. Hush
said, "If you don't man your
border and don't protect your
borders, people are going lo
sneak in.
"You cannot fully secure
the border until you take pressure off the border." Bush said.
"And thai requires a temporary worker program."
He also pushed his plan to
let illegal residents become
citizens, provided they pay
fines, take steps to become
well-rounded Americans and
gel behind others who have
been waiting.
It is impractical to try to
round up and send home II
million to 12 million illegal
immigrants, he said. "It may
sound good." Bush said. "It
won't happen."

U.S. puts
pressure on
China
By Martin Crutiinger
The Associated Press

WASHINGTON — The Bush
administration announced yesterday it is filing two new trade
cases against China over copyright piracy and restrictions on
the sale of American movies,
music and books there.
The action, announced by
U.S. Trade Representative
Susan Schwab, represented
the latest move by the administration to respond to growing
political pressure at home to do
something about soaring U.S.
trade deficits.
Schwab said the United
States was filing with the World
Trade Organization a case
thai will challenge Beijing's
lax enforcement of violations
of copyrights and trademarks
on a wide range of products.
American companies contend
they are losing billions of dollars in sales because of rampant copyright piracy.
The second case will challenge China's barriers to the
sale of U.S.-produced movies,
music and books.
"Piracy and counterfeiting
levels in China remain unacceptably high," Schwab said
in announcing the new cases.
"Inadequate protection ol intellectual property rights in China
costs U.S. firms and workers
billions of dollars each year."
The two new cases represent
the latest effort by the administration to increase pressure
on China now that Democrats,
many highly critical of China's
trade practices, have won
control of the House and the
Senate.
The U.S. trade deficit set a
record for a fifth consecutive
year in 2006 — at S765.3 billion — with the imbalance with
China climbing to $232.5 billion, the highest ever recorded
with a single country.
In late March, the administration announced it was imposing penalty tariffs on Chinese
glossy paper imports in a case
that broke a 23-year precedent
thai had barred U.S. companies
from seeking protection from
unfair subsidies provided by
the Chinese government.

'Googling' is
just a part of
dating
By Martha Irvine

Management Inc.

Renting for
2007/2008
Call 353-5800 or
Visit Us Online at

www.meccabQ.com
Have a few places
open NOW

-IE
HillsdaleApts.
1082 FjirviewAv*.
1 & 2 bdrm Apts. or 3 bdrm Twnh.
Dishwasher & Garbage Disposal
Washer & Dryers (in 2/3 bdrm)
Air Conditioning
Carports & BGSU Bus Shuttle
•Ask about internet discount

Trey Aubrey
842/846 Seventh St.
2 Duplexes Left
3 Bedrooms/2 Baths

Evergreen Apts.
215E.Po«Rd.
Large 1 or 2 Bedroom
Efficiencies
Laundry on Site
BGSU Bus Route
Only 15 minute walk to campus!

ECCA
HeinzsiteApts.
710-692 N. Enterprise
1 & 2 Bedrooms
Washer/Dryer in 2 bdrm
Walking distance to campus!

/tf©£CA
Management Inc.
Stop by the Office
at 1045 N. Main St. or
Check Us Out at
www.meccabg.com
for full listing,
prices, & pictures!

I

The Associated Press

CHICAGO— Dating used to
be largely a matter of spending time with a love Interest,
discovering the good, the had
and the ugly in person. If you
were lucky, friends helped fill in
some of the blanks.
These days, the Internet —
and Ihe ability to check people
out before they ever meet up —
has forever changed the rules.
l-'or bet ler or worse, "googl i ng"
your date lias become standard
practice.
"I often tell my friends that
are still in the dating sphere to
use the power of Google to their
advantage," says Katie Laird, a
24-year-old Web markctingprofessional and self-proclaimed
"social software geek" from
Houston.
The results can be enlightening, surprising — and sometimes, a little disturbing. So
hinds advice also comes with
a warning: "Don't google what
you can't handle."
Hers is Ihe voice of experience. In her dating life, she regularly did online research on
her dates and turned up, among
other things, "bizarre" fetishes
and a guy who was fascinated
with vampires.
"Not my scene at all," Laird
says, "and nothing I would've
ever guessed over an initial
meeting and beer."
She also had to contend with
an on-again, off-again boyfriend who googled her on a
daily basis to try and track her
every move. The story did end
happily, however, when she met
her future husband online.
In some ways, having a social
networking page — or pages
— has become the new calling card. It's a way for people
to check out photos and find
out what they have in common,
even when they've already met
in person.
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Shiites protest U.S. presence on
fourth anniversary of Iraqi invasion
al-Sadr ordered up the march as
a show of strength not only to
Washington but to Iraq's estab
lishnient Shiiteayatollahs as well.
Al-Sadr, who disappointed followers hoping he might appeal
after months iii seclusion, has
pounded his anti-American
theme in a series of written stale
menls. The most recent came on
Sunday, when he called on his
Maluli Army militia to redouble
efforts to expel American forces
and for the police and army l"
join the snuggle against "your
archenemy."
ihe fiery clericowes much ofhis
large following to the high esteem
in which Shiites hold his father,
Ayatullah Mohammed Sadiq al

By Lauren Frayer
The Associated Press

HASAN SARBAKHSHIAN

AP PH01C

NUCLEAR EXPANSION: Iran's chief nuclear negotiator All Lanjani. smiles as he attends in a ceremony at Iran's nuclear enrichment
facility in Natanz. 186 miles south of capital Tehran. Iran, yesterday. Iran announced yesterday that it has begun enriching uranium with
3.000 centrifuges, a dramatic expansion of a nuclear program that has drawn UN. sanctions and condemnation front the West

ran expands nuclear program
By Ali Akbar Dar.ini
The Associated Press

NATAN7„lran—Iranannounml
a dramatic expansion of uranium enrichment yesterday, saying it has begun operating 3,000
centrifuges — nearly 10 times
the previously known number
— in defiance of U.N. demands
it halt its nuclear program or face
increased sanctions.
U.S. experts say 3,000 centrifuges are in theory enough
to produce a nuclear weapon,
perhaps within a year. But they
doubted Iran really had so many
up and i mining, a difficult tech-

nical feat given the country's
spotty success with a much
smaller number.
Instead, the announcement
may aim to increase support at
home amid growing criticism of
hardline President Mahmoud
Ahmadinejad and to boost Iran's
hand with the West by presenting
its program as established, said
Michael Levi, a nonproliferation
expert at theWashington— based
Council on foreign Relations.
"From a political perspective,
it's more important to have |3,000
centrifuges] in place than to have
them run properly," I.evi told The
Associated Press. "We have an

unfortunate habit to take Iran at
its word when they make scary
announcements."
The White I louse and Ilurope
criticized the latest announcement.
"Iran continues to defy the
international community and
further isolate itself by expanding
its nuclear program, rather thai)
suspending uranium enrichment," said (iordon lohndroe,
a spokesman for the National
Security Council.
Iran is known to have had
328 centrifuges operating at its
Natanz enrichment facility in
central Iran.

BAGHDAD — Tens of thousands
of Shiites — a sea of women In
black abayas and men waving
Iraqi flags'— rallied yesterday to
demand that U.S. forces leave
their country. Some ripped apart
American flags and tromped
across a Stars and Stripes rug.
The protesters marched about
three miles between the holy
cities of Kufa and N'ajaf to mark
the fourth anniversary of the
fall of Baghdad. In the capital,
streets were silent and empty
under a hastily imposed 21-hour
driving ban.
Radical Shiite cleric Muqtada

Sadr.whowasassassinatedin 1999
b) suspected agents of Saddam
Hussein. M-Sadr dropped from
view before the start ol the lai
est Baghdad securit) operation
on Feb. 14. U.S. officials say he
is Imled up in Iran. His followers
insisi he's returned to Majaf.
tearing suicide attacks, car
bombings or other mayhem
in the capital. Iraq's genei
als ordered all vehicles off the
streets tor 21 hours starting al 5
a.m. yesterday, normal!) a work
day. The capital was eerily quiet.
shops were shuttered and locked
and reports of sectarian violence
fell to near zero.
IRAQ Rage 8

Man swims length of the Amazon River
to Seattle Snel averaged about
fit) miles a day since beginning
his odyssey al the source ol the
worlds sec cincl-longesi river in
Pern on Feb. I.
By Thursdaj evening he was
struggling with dizziness, vertigo.
high blood pressure, diarrhea,
nausea and delirium, his Website
said. But despite having difficult)
standing and being ordered b)
the doctor not to swim. Slid was
obsessed with finishing the course
and insisted on night swimming
"lie's hit point zero," Bonn
Sttel, Martins son and the projet i

By Peter Muello
1 he Associated Press

RIO DE IANETRO, Brazil — After
3,272 miles of exhaustion, sunburn, delirium and piranhas, a
52-year-old Slovenian success
fully completed a swim down
the Amazon River Saturday that
could set a world record for distance — something he's alreach
done three times before.
After nine weeks, Martin Snel
arrived near the city of Belem.
the capital of the jungle slate of
I'ara, ending a swim almost as
long as ihe drive from Miami

coordinator, said by telephone

from the Amazon." rhere will be
a ceremony Sunday in Belem, bui
he finished today."
Speaking In fluenl accented
English b) satellite phone during
a break aboard his support ves
sel, the elder Strel said thai tingoing got tougher the closer he
gut to Belem.

I lie finish has been the
toughest momeni so far," he said
rhursday "I've been swimming
fewer kilometers as I gei closer in
Ihe end. i lie ocean tides have a lot

Hi influence on the river's currents
and sometimes ihej are so strong
that lam pushed backward."
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Congratulations to
%flppa <DeCta Sorority's newly
initiated members on
March 30, 2007
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www.wright.edu/lake • 800-257-1477

STUDENT HOUSING
Historic Millikin
• Central downtown location
• Unfurnished
• On-site laundry
•Air conditioned
■ Remodeled units
• 2 story loft style
apartments available
• Efficiencies start at
S345/mo + electric
• One Bedrooms start at
S400/mo + electric

Summit Street
•
•
•
•
•

Furnished
Air Conditioned
On-site laundry
2 blocks from campus
Efficiences
S315/mo + electric
• One Bedroom Apts.
S400/mo + electric

Passport to Health
21st Annual BGSU
Health Fair
Come to Bowen-Thompson
Student Union, Lenhart
Grand Ballroom on:

445 E.Wooster • Bowling Green. OH 43402 • 352-0717
WWW.GREENBRIARRENTALS.COM

Wednesday April 11th,
10 am - 3 pm
Students, faculty/staff and
community members of all
ages are welcome.

EXPERIENCE FOR YOUR RESUME.
MONEY FOR COLLEGE.

'.

Strengthen your personal skills and receive
cash bonuses and money (or college If you
qualify, you CM receive a $40,000 Enlistment
Bonus. $65,000 College, loan Repayment or
more then S7T.0O0 from the Army College
Fund. Find out more at 60ARMT.C0M or
1 300-USA ARMY
Call SFC Wayne Robinson aH 19-352-7Ml
M-F 900 a.m. - 600 p.m. or by appointment
102 North Main St.. Bowling Green, OH 43402

Discover 200+
ways to become
Army Strong
by visiting
GoArmy.com

You could win:
Digital Camera
Sonicare Toothbrush
MP3 Player
and more...
^^mation

Pre e Sc

Health

reenings

£32
^st ****
50
t0

people

Sponsored by the Wellness Connection and Student Health Service
\
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SERGEI CHUZAVKOV AP PhOTO
ltd Viktor Yanukovych's commulefianl pailiament yesterday said it would only

INDEPENDENCE:

Police and morgue officials
reported finding just seven
bodies dumped in the capital,
only the second time the number of sectarian assassination
and torture victims had dipped
that low in the course of the
Baghdad Security operation. A
total of 25 people were killed or
found dead in the country yesterday, according to police and
morgue reports.
A double line of police cordoned the marchers' route from
Kufa to Najaf, sister cities on the
west bank of the Euphrates River.
The holy places, 100 miles soi'th
of Baghdad, are a prime destination for Shiile pilgrims.
Among the snapping flags and
giant banners, leaflets fluttered

By M.ir.i D Bcll.iby

KIEV, Ukraine
Since the
luniiitiuoiisf trangelccvolution
cil _MH) l opened the dooi lo
democrac) in Ukraine, ilii1i A Soviet republic has lurched
from one polilii al showdown
inio anotl i
lis lime, how
ever, the slakes are highei
I lie latest crisis blew up .1
week ago when President
Viktor Yushchenko ordered
Parliamem dissolved anil
Called e,lll\ rln linns. His
longtime foe, Prime Minister
Viktor Yanukovych, defied the
order, and the parliament, in
which In' liulils a majority, has
vowed to continue working.
Now, ;is ii faces anothei sea
son DI harsh words and street
demonstrations, this nation
MI 1/ million is facing polili
cal paralysis and an ai raj ol
worst 1 ase scenarios ol duel
in); parliaments, lawmakers
behind bars 01 Yushchenko
being unable to liolil an elec
lion because Yanukovych
won't approve the funding.

Ii .ill adds 1 • 1 > in a prospei 1
that alarms both the West
and Russia, and both have
appealed foi 1 aim.
Unlike neighboring Belarus
and Russia, Ukraine has a
vibrant democrac) and strong
opposition forces. What ii
1,11 ks are clear rules foi resoh
pules,
I he constitution was hastil\ rewritten during the 2004
mass protests that swept
Yushi henko to power, and is
unclear, even contradictory,
about where power lies. The
court system that could decide
these questions is ineffectual
ami vulnerable to political
influence.
I hi' political divide );oes
deep. Ukraine historically
has been tied m Russia, 1)111
Yushchenko has sought to
steei ii toward the European
Union, encouraged In the EU's
newest members — former
communist countries eager for
Ukraine to be a friendly buffer
between them and a resurgent
Russia,
Moscow, meanwhile, is

determined to keep its influence, rhe Russian Black Sea
Heel Is based In Ukrainian
waters, and Ukrainian pipelines Iced Russian oil and gas
into Western Europe.
The Kremlin had already suffered embarrassment in 2004
when its favorite. Yanukovych.
losi 10 Yushchenko in a rerun
ol the presidential election
ordered by the Supreme Court
after the mass protests of the
Orange Revolution.
Yanukovych says he disagrees with the courl's decision, but has accepted It, and
thai Yushchenko should now
accept his right to fight the
parliamentary dissolution
order in another forum — the
Constitutional Court.
However, thai court has
failed 10 issue any decision in
the eight months since its full
complement of justices was
named, and many consider ii
susceptible to political pressuies. As ihose pressures built
last week, its chief justice tried
to resign, but his colleagues
stopped him,

National Security Council
spokesman, said aboard Air
Force One. "And while we have
much more progress ahead of us
— the United States, Ihe coalition
and Iraqis have much more lo do
— this is a country that has come
a long way from the tyranny of
Saddam Hussein."
Col. Steven Boylan, a U.S.
military spokesman and aide
to Gen. David Petraeus, the U.S.
commander in Iraq, praised the
peaceful demonstration and said
Iraqis "could not have done this
four years ago."
Iraqi soldiers in uniform joined
the crowd of marchers which
stretch for at least three miles
and was led by a dozen turbancd
clerics, a Sunni Muslim among
them. Many marchers, especially youngsters, danced as they
moved through the streets, Uttered with balloons.

Taliban attacks kill seven soldiers

taneously.

raines prime minister
defies presidential orders

to earth, exhorting the marchers
in chants of "Yes, Yes to Iraq" and
"Yes, Yes to Muqlada. Occupiers
should leave Iraq."
Salah al-Obaydi, a senior official in al-Sadr's Najaf organization, called the rally a "call for
liberation, We're hoping that by
next year's anniversary, we will
bean independent and liberated
Iraq with full sovereignty."
And the head of al-Sadr's
parliamentary bloc Nassar alKubaie, blasted the U.S. presence
as an affront to "the dignity of
the Iraqi people. After four years
of occupation, we have hundreds
of thousands of people dead and
wounded."
A key Washington official saw
it differently.
Iraq, four years on, is now a
place where people can freely
gather and express their opinions," Gordon lohndroe, the

By Rahim Faici
The Associated Press

KABUL, Afghanistan—Roadside
bombs in southern Afghanistan
on Sunday left seven NATO soldiers dead, [he alliance said, as its
forces continued an anti-Taliban
offensive in the world's most lei
tile opium-producing region.
Sena ratcly.a purported spokesman for the Taliban said the kidnapped translator for an Italian
journalist was beheaded Sunday.
Ihe Afghan government confirmed ihc death.
Six troops died and one was
injured when one of the roadside bombs struck (heir vehicle,
the alliance said in a statement Canadian Prime Minister
Stephen Harper confirmed they
were Canadian iroops, Canadian
Press reported.
A separate roadside bomb
Sunday killed one NATO soldier
and wounded two, NA'fX) said.
Officials did not release die
nationality of those soldiers and
did not give details or say where
exactly in the south the attacks
took place.
The Canadians' deaths
appealed to be the biggest single
combat loss for foreign troops
in Afghanistan since June 2005,
when a U.S. helicopter crashed.
Sixteen American troops died
after the aircraft was apparently

11 n by a rocket-propelled grenade.
The fatalities underline how
virulent Afghanistan's Talibanled resistance remains, more lhan
h\ e years alter a U.S.-led invasion
drove ihe hardline militia from
power for harboring al-Qaida.
Also Sunday in the south, U.S.led coalition aircraft tracked a car
of Taliban militants after il had
fired a rocket-propelled grenade
into an Afghan army vehicle in
the Sangin district of lielmand
province, a coalition statement
said yesterday.
When I he Taliba n veh icle had
moved away from the populated Sangin area, the coalition
destroyed it, killing six Taliban
inside, the Statement said, adding that Afghan and coalition
troops suffered no casualties in
the incident.
Elsewhere
in
southern
Afghanistan, freelance journalist and translator Ajmal
Naqshbandi was beheaded after
more lhan a month in captivity,
lie had been kidnapped along
with Italian journalist Daniele
Mast rogiaeomo and adriver, who
had been beheaded earlier.
Mastrogiacomo. who worked
for the daily Ui Uepubblica, was
released March lit in a much
criticized swap for five Taliban
militants.
Ihc Taliban made a similar demand in return for

"Once again, the
Taliban showed that
they are following
the steps of terrorist
networks,"
bayed Ansan | Spokesman

Naqshbandi's release.
"We asked for two Taliban
commanders to lie released in
exchange for Ajmal Naqshbandi
hut the government did not care
for our demands, and today, at
3:05 p.m., we beheaded Ajmal
in Garnish district of lielmand
province," said Shahabuddin
Alal, who claimed to be a spokesman for regional Taliban commander Mullah Dadiillah.
"When we demanded the
exchange for the Italian journalist, the government released the
prisoners, but for the Afghan
journalist, the government did
not care," Alal said.
Saved Ansari, a spokesman for
Afghanistan's intelligence service, said the Taliban executed
Naqshbandi on behalf of alOaida.
"Once again, the Taliban
showed that they are following
the steps of terrorist networks,"
he said.
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Fun for slbs, kids, students, staff and family!

FRIDAY-SUNDAY
APRIL 1 3-1 5, 2007
«\

BOOKSTORE HOURS,
SATURDAY AND SUNDAY - 10:30AM -5:30PM i"\

Slbs N Kids Movie: HAPPY FEET • 6:30pm, 206 Bowen-Thompson Student Union

sou* cwr

He,**

KARAOKE IN THE NEST: Falcon's Nest • Bowen Thompson Student Union • 6:00pm
BUILD A BEAR • 7pm, 228 Multipurpose Room BTSU
- Sibs N Kids Movie: MEAN GIRLS • 9:30pm, 206 Bowen-Thompson Student Union

- SIBS N KIDS CARNIVAL* 10am- 2pm, Lenhait Ballroom and 228 Multipurpose Room BTSU
DOWN ON THE FARM • 11:00am - 3:00pm, Northwest Feild by ihe BGSU Field House
' GO ■ KART GRAND PRIZE RACES • 12pm, Parking Lot N
' RODGER'S CIRCUS EVENTS* 12pm, Rogers Hall Lobby
UMIVIRSITV

CLIMBING WALL ACTIVITIES*? -6pm. Climbing Wall,

bookstore

BGSU Student Recreation Center.

AVAILABLE IN JUNE!
1

Show Your Talent & Your Spirit!
• Design the Official BGSU Athletics T-Shirt for 2007-2008 ■

THE BG NEWS
along with BGSU Athletics
and the University Bookstore
are sponsoring a student
spirit T-shirt design contest!
The winning design
will be featured on a
special spirit t-shirt
lobe sold at the
University Bookstore

headquarters page

• Sibs N Kids Movie: HAPPY FEET • 6:30pm, 206 BTSU
• HYPNOTIST! Thomas Bresadola, 7:30pm. Lenhart Grand Ball.
- PUBLIC SKATE • 8pm, Ice Arena
> LATE NIGHT AT THE RECI • 9pm, BGSU Rec. Ctt.

Open to all BGSU
students enrolled
through Fall 2007
Semester. Complete
contest details and
downloadable logo liles
available on the contest

FUN-ON-MAIN • 3 7pm, Main Street, Bowling Green

• BINGOI • 6pm, Black Swamp Pub, BTSU

' Sibs N Kids Movie: MEAN GIRLS • 9:30pm, 206 BTSU

1HEB6NE\NSX
STUDENT
Tee Shirt

DESIGN
CONTEST

at BC.SUI AIX'.ONS.COM
ENTRY DEADLINE:
Sunday, April 22nd at 11:59pm IT) I

APRIL
15, 200"
^^^R^HIHVR^R^R^EBBBBBB^^
SIBS N KIDS BRUNCH*228 Bowen-Thompson
Sludent Union • 11:00am 1:00pm
BGSU SOFTBALL V BALL STATE
1 pm, BGSU Softball Complex

FOR A FULL LIST OF ACTIVITIES, GO TO:

www.bgsu.edu/offices/so/ge1involved/pogel4371.html

A
^
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SIDELINES

As cold as ice

Changes made in
spring practice
By Colin Wilson
Assistant Sports Editor

Now that t he magic has some
what worn off from hasketball season, it's already time
to start gearing up for next
year's BG football team. last
Wednesday, BG coach Gregg
Brandon addressed the media
about some of the changes
that were made on the team.
One of the most surprising changes for the Falcons
was the conversion of light
end Sean O'Drobinak to the
defensive line.
"We wanted to give him a
chance to play more and get
on the field seeing as wedon't
use the tight end position that
much," Brandon said. "He's a
good athlete and veteran kid,
and I'll tell you what, after
six practices he can play on
the defensive line and that's
exciting."
O'Dmbinak had 12 catches
for 169 yards and one touchdown last season. He was fifth
on the team in yardage.
Brandon is confident that if
needed, he can move him back
to his old position and "he will
step right back in the fall without missing a beat."

AMATEUR HOUR
John Turner is at
it again, trying to
compete with BG's
best athletes
Turner decided to face three
BG Softball pitchers Go to our
Web site to see how he fared
in the video at. http://www.
bqnews.com.

GOLF
Falcons finish
12th in weathershortened Marshall
Invitational
The BG men's golf team
finished 12th of 16 teams at
the 58th annual Marshall
Invitational with a 36-hole
score of 595 (292-303).
The tournament which was
scheduled for 54 holes, had
the final round canceled due

JMON RENT NEB

SPRING CLEANING: BG roach Gregg
Brandon (seen Itere on National Signing
[toy Feb 7) met with media members last
Wednesday and tailed about changes with BG

His experience on defense
in high school will also help
O'Drobinak.
"He is a good enough athlete so I think he that he has
been able to earn a starting job
on the depth chart right now,"
Brandon said.
The Falcons' secondary
was very young last season.
This year they'll look tn use the
experience they got by playing
against receivers like led (linn
Ir. (Ohio State), F.ric Dcslauriers
See SPRING | Page II

to Mother Nature and the
cold conditions.

Falcons win two, cancel

BGSU opened the
tournament with a 292. which
placed them in seventh place
after 18 holes. Leading the way

two on cold weekend

in the opening round were
a trio of freshmen in John

By Andrew Harner

Powers (72), Andrew Ladwig
(73) and Matt Schneider (73).
The second 18 began on

RY*N EVANS I THE BG NEWS

end games against Central Michigan

Friday, but play was halted
due to darkness after snow
storms halted play twice on

BG can't find offensive rhythm in cold

the second 18-hole effort.

OUR CALL
On the way up

home series, swept by Central Michigan
By Chris Voloichuk
Reporter

The Detroit-Cleveland
rivalry: The Cavs dropped
another close one
to the Motor City
Maulers and have
a real chance of facing them
in the playoffs for the second
straight year.

On the way down
The Cavs' chance of

Reporter

YER' OUT: Third baseman. Robbie Moltett throws a Youngstown state batter out at first base on March 20. BG lost all three o( their week-

BG baseball coach Danny
Schmitz summed up the weekend series against Mid-American
ConferencefoeCentralMichigan
in the simplest of terms: "If you
don't score, you can't win."
In the midst of game-time temperatures that were all in the low
30s, on-and-off snow flurries and
frequent wind gusts, the BG team
(13-17, 1-8) was swept away at
Stellar Field by CMU (18-12,8-1),

8-0,3-1 and 14-6. respectively.
It was a weekend that saw
two delays, a cancellation and a
doubleheader played in the frigid
conditions at BG, with some controversial calls and even a couple
ejections mixed in.
Game one on Friday was the
first indicator that the Falcons
offense might have been taking
on the personality of the weather.
CM I) staff ace losh Collmenter
(4-2, 2.03 ERA) was dominant,
throwing a complete-game shutout. His high overhand delivery

baffled Falcon hitters all afternoon, as he scattered three hits
and struck out 12 in the win. BG
never advanced a runner past
second base in the game.
The Chippewas scored three
runs in the fourth inning, one in
the sixth and four more in the top
of the ninth to finalize the score at
8-0. BG starter Tyler lohnson (3-3,
3.33 F.RA) put together another
solid start, going 8.1 innings and
giving up eight runs on JO hits
See BASEBALL | Page 12

Winter weather shortened the
BG womerfc softball team's
schedule from four games to
two this past weekend, but the
Falconsdid improve their.VlidAmerican Conference record
to 4-2 with two victories on
Friday at Ohio University.
The low temperatures
and snow accumulation at
Akron forced Mid-American
Conference officials to turn
Saturday's game into a double
header for the next day. On
Sunday, the double header was
cancelled because thefield was
under snow and didn't look
to be getting belter. The lost
games will not be made up.
"All of us were looking forward to playing Akron, and we
would have loved any opportunity to play." pitcher llayley
Wiemersaid.

On Friday. BG found itself
trailing early in the cold
weather. Ol) loaded the bases
in the second before Courtney
Waters hit a three run triple.
Waters scored on a double to
extend the lead to 4-0.
In the top of the third lit;
again worked its two out
magic. Carly Riepcnhofl and
leanine Baca each singled
before Emmy Ramsey bunted
herself on to load the bases
Wietner made the second out.
but Allison Vallas cleared I he
bases with a double and cut
the lead to 4-3.
In the fifth, Vallas scored
Baca on single down the line,
but the Falcons still trailed Ol)
5-4. Bin the sixth was when the
Falcons sealed the victory.
Susan Sontag scored the
tying run off of Dawnjene
DeLong's double. Riepenhoff
extended the lead with an RBI
See SOFTBALL | Page II
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keep hot
streak alive

--ill

It's time for this week's top five
fantasy pitching studs. There

By Jordan Cravens

are no Indians on this list

Reporter

because they haven't played
since Thursday!

stands behind the backstop and
offers some last-minute encouragement. I listen carefully and
dig into the batter's box with a
newfound determination and
purpose as the remaining players cheer me on in the dugout.
Standing 50-feet away on the
pitcher's mound is Gouge She
starts her delivery...
Whoosh.
Holys-.
Instantly my mindset switches from "please hit the ball," to
"please don't hit me." Three feeble

The BG women's tennis team
is accomplishing great things
this season. Off to their best
conference start in seven years,
remaining undefeated at their
indoor courts at Shadow Valley
and now winning three consecutive matches, the Falcons arcwell on their way to exceeding
last years wins record.
BG has moved to 12-") in dual
match play and 4-1 in the MidAmerican Conference with wins
against Miami and Ball State
over the weekend.
"We had inspired play from
everyone this weekend," said BG
Coach Fenny Dean. "The girls
were fired up and ready to win
this weekend."
After beginning the season on
a bad note with a 1-3 start, the
team has posted victories in 11 of
its last 13 contests and remains
undefeated at their indoor facility in seven matches.
The netters have jumped off
to their best season since the
1999-2000 season where they
also won four of their first five

See AMATEUR | Page 12

See TENNIS | Page 11

1. Johan Santana:
He's already picked up two
wins and 15 strikeouts and has
an ERA of 277. A legitimate

lAUMNSMINDOlLM

'HEBGNliVS

DEER IN THE HEADLIGHTS: John Turnei bats against a BG softball pitcher March 29. Turner had a rough day. but gained a lot of respect for softball hitters and pitchers alike

Cy Young contender.

2. Salomon Torres:
I kid you not, this guy has
four saves this season in four
chances and guys are hitting
just .077 against him. He's

Amateur Hour No. 2: Hitting vs. the BG
softball pitching staff's finest hurlers

money.

3. Jon Lackey:
A great start for this guy. His
.75 ERA and his two wins have
fantasy owners excited.

4.JakePeavy.Aquick
start for this ace. He's got
an ERA of .69 in 13 innings
pitched.

S. Todd Jones:
Three saves and no runs
surrendered. Nice work.

.».

Softball is supposed to be easy.
Softball is what 60-year-old men
do on Sunday evenings before
going out for drinks. By virtue
of the name — sq/rball — there
should be nothing hard about it.
Especially for a guy, right?
I couldn't have been more
wrong

'

As practice ended. BG women's
softball coach Shannon Salsburg
announced there would be a special guest. That was my cue, as I
entered the dugout and tokl the
team what I intended to da
Some laughter and wide eyes.
Thanks ladies, that does wonders
for the of self-esteem.
As most of the team prods at
me about a lack of coverage in
that day's newspaper, leanine
Baca kindly offers me a helmet
and her batting gloves. It was a
bit like the scene from Gladiator,
as those poor souls pick out their
armor, only to be brutally killed

minutes later.
The first pitcher is ready. 1 grab a
bat, take a couple practice swings
and I'm off.
The plan is for me to lace
each of their three most talented
pitchers in succession — a firing
squad, if you will. The pitchers
are Emily Gouge, llayley Wtemer
and Sharon Raima. Combined,
they've had more no-hitters than
I ve had girlfriends.
I played baseball in high school
and all growing up nothing could
have prepared me for what 1 was
about to face.
Anthony Baca leanine's dad,

10
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mus faces criticism after comments

Tribe and A ngels move
series to Iwaukee

By David BaucUr
The Associated Press

ByJotMilicia
The Associated Press
CI.IAFI AND
Wilh the grounds crew still
shoveling snow off the field, the Cleveland Indians
decided ii was time i<> head north to Milwaukee
The Indians moved their series against the in-.
Angeles Angels to Milwaukee's Miller ftark alter
.1 spring snowstorm wiped OUI Cleveland's series
against Seattle for the fourth straight day yesterday
I thought we were going lo move it to North
Dakota, but we got Milwaukee instead." joked
Indians designated hitter Travis llafner, a native of
Sykeston, N.I).
I he trams will playa three-game series beginning
today in a ballpark tlnil has a retractable rciol. unlike
lacobs Field. Hie opener and Wednesday's game
will be played at 7:05 p.m. EDT, with Thursdays
game scheduled for 105 p.m.
While a snowy, rainy mix slopped tailing yesterday, the grounds crew was unable to get the surface
in sha|ie altei three days of snow. About a toot ot
snow remained on the field yesterday afternoon
with workers shoveling it into small CBTtS to be
hauled away.
"They've got a lot of work ahead of them.
It's a tough job," said Indians outfielder dtad\
Sizemore, sipping a cup Of hot chocolate in the

+JL*

Jirrb]

RICHARD DREW

TONYDEJAK

team's clubhouse.
Indians manager Eric Wedge said the field was
expo nil 10 be ready Friday, when the) are slated
lo open a three game set against the Chicago

APPH0I0

FUN IN THE...SNOW?: Seattle Mariners second baseman
Jose Lopez gels up after sliding head first in the snow ar Jacobs
Field Sunday m Cleveland.

White Sox.
Friday's game will serve as the unofficial home
opener. I he Indians were ahead 1-0 with two
outs in the lop of the fifth, when their home
opener I ridav was (ailed oil by umpires because

of heavy snow.

I lu1 grounds crew, armed with backpack blowers
and brooms, s|X'nt more lime on the field than the
players during nearly three hours of stoppages.
"I've never fell cold like that in my life," said
Indians shortstop Ihonny IVralta. a native of the
Dominican Republic.
Mter Friday's game was called, the teams hoped
to play a day-night doubleheader Saturday, but that
was put off In the spring storm. I hey then scheduled a doubleheader for Sunday, which also was

postponed
"We went out and made some snow angels and
made some goof) pictures, but Im bored to death,"
Indians outfielder David Dellucci said.
Players packed yesterday for an evening flight
to Milwaukee, where the Brewers will sell tickets for $10 each, with seating limited to the field
and loge levels.
I c-aii'l imagine there will Ix1 a whole lot ol fans."
I lafner said "The most important thing is thai you

By Deepti Hajela
The Associated Press

•

get the games la"
It's the first time weather has forced a series to
be moved since the Florida Marlins played the
Montreal 1 xposonSept. i:(-l'l,2004.inChkago's
U.S. Cellular I ield because of Hurricane Ivan.
Angels vice president Tim Mead said
Milwaukee made sense for both clubs because
Cleveland can return home Friday and the
Angels M ill travel on to Boston.
"It's a compromise that does not allow an unfair
advantage," Mead said.
Still undetermined is when and where the Indians
and Mariners will make up their four-game series.
Wedge ox|Xi ted they would play a doubleheader
on a mutual oil day and could make up one of the
games when ihey travel to Seattle the lasl week of
the season.
"We're kind of off the charts now," Wedge said.
"We're rolling with it and making the Ix'st of the
situation."
While Wedge spoke with optimism, some players
expressed concent and frustration over the league's
scheduling and how the makeup games will affect
See TRIBE | Page II

NEW YORK — Don Imus had a
hot seat on the other side of the
microphone yesterday, appearing on the Rev. Al Sharpton's
radio show and enduring more
criticism for his offensive comments about the Rutgers women's basketball learn.
Imus issued another apology
for referring to members of the
team as "nappy-headed hos."
Sharpton called the comments
"abominable" and "racist" and
repeated his demand that Imus
be fired.
"Our agenda is to be funny
and sometimes we go too far.
And this time we went way
loo far." Imus said on "The Al

Sharpton show."
1
The meeting prompted a
series of lesty exchanges, and
Imus grew visibly trust ruled at
times. During one exchange.

MECCA

K^sfigwns
Coming home
%J m ^F^^
for the summer?
Get a head start
for next year by
taking classes at
Sinclair! Most
general education
courses are
transfer assured!

AP PHOTO

NOT VERY SMART: Radio personality Don Imus appears on Rev. Al Shaipton's radio
show, in New York yesterday Imus issued another apology for refernng to the Rutgers
women's basketball team as "nappy-headed hos" on his morning show last week.

Management Inc

Imus said he can't win with
"you people." Sharpton was
clearly irritated by that remark.
In
another
encounter,
Sharpton said. "If you walk
away from this unscathed..."
"How am I unscathed by
this?" Imus interrupted. "Don't
you think I'm humiliated?"
During commercial breaks.
Sharpton walked out of the studio and said few words to Imus.
Farlier yesterday, on his own
radio show. Imus called himself
"a good person" who made a
bad mistake.
"Here's what I've learned: that
you can't make fun of everybody, because some people
don't deserve it." he said on his
show, which is nationally syndicated to millions of listeners.
"And because the climate on
this program has been what it's
been for 30 years doesn't mean
that il has to be that way for
the next five years or whatever

NRW YORK — MSNBC said it will
suspend telecasting Don Imus'
radio program for two weeks following his reference last week to
members of the Rutgers women's
basketball team as "nappy- headed
hos."
The suspension began yesterday.
The network said Imus' regret
at making the inappropriate comment and his stated dedication
to changing the show's discourse
made il believe this was the appropriate response.
"Our future relationship with
Imus is contingent on his ability to
live up to his word," the network
said.
Imus, who has made a career
of cranky insults in the morning,
was fighting for his job yesterday
following the joke that by his own
admission went "way too far."
I le continued to apologize yesterday, both on his show and on
a syndicated radio program hosted by the Rev. Al Sharpton. who
is among several black leaders
demanding his ouster.

because that has to change, and
I understand that."
He pointed to his involvement
with the Imus Ranch, a working
cattle ranch for children with
cancer and blood disorders in
New Mexico. Ten percent of the
children who come to the ranch
are black, he said.
"I'm not a white man who
doesn't know any AfricanAmericans," he said.
On the radio show, Sharpton
said that Imus' good deeds do
not make up for what he said
about the Rutgers team, which
includes eight black women.
"This is not about whether
you're a good man," Sharpton
said. "What you said was
racist."
Imus said he hoped to meet
the Rutgers players and their
parents and coaches, and thai
lie was grateful for the appearSee IMUS | Page 12
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TENNIS

on the courts, the score was a
close 3-2. At this point in the
match, the Falcons had claimed
the doubles point and gotten
singles wins from Menoff and
Kelsey lakupcin.
In order to clinch the victory
it was left up to team-captain
Ashley lakupcin and freshmen
Kintzel to seal their matches at
No. I and No. 2 singles respectively. Both players had split the
first two sets with their opponents, which left the fate of the
match down to the third and
final sets.
"It was intense, I felt like I
was playing for the National
Championship, but at the
same time it was the most fun
I have had playing in a match
during my four years here,"
lakupcin said.
BG's top singles players were
able to pull out wins for the
team as lakupcin won, 2-6,
6-2 and 6-3 and Kintzel, 6-4,
2-6 and 6-4, which placed BG
ahead of the Cardinals 5-2 and
sealing the win.
lakupcin seemed glad her
match was one of the deciding
factors in the win.
"It was really exciting because
in the Ball State match last year
it came down to my match and
I lost, but this year I was able to
win." lakupcin said.
Kintzel, who not only was
forced into three sets by her

From Page 9
conference matches. The two
wins on the weekend improved
from last season's MAC record
of3-5.
"This weekend was really a
difference maker for us, our
MAC record really look a turn
for the best," Dean said.
For just the fourth time in
school history, BG claimed a win
over the Redhawks of Miami, 5-2
on Friday.
The team swept all thedouhles
flights as duos Kelsey lakupcin/
lenna Nussbaum, at No.l
Stefanie Menoff/Andrea Voile
at No. 2 and Ashley lakupcin/
Samantha Kintzel at No. 3 came
out ahead in their matches.
In singles play, the Falcons
received wins from Ashley
lakupcin, Kintzel. Katia Babina
and Menoff.
Both Ashley lakupcin and
Menoff battled their way uphill
to win their matches as both suffered defeats in their first sets.
However, they went on to dominate the second and third sets
with lakupcin winning 3-6, 6-2
and 6-2 and Menoff winning 1-6,
6-3 and 6-2.
Saturday's match against the
Ball State Cardinals was a nailbiter. After all but the top two
flights on singles had finished

SPRING
From Page 9
(Eastern Michigan), Ryne
Robinson (Miami) and Najah
Pruden (Kent State).
Six of the eight players that
were first and second on the
depth chart for BG were freshmen. The other two, Kenny
lewis and Antonio Smith —
sophomores.
"Those guys are all athletic
kids that have all got Baptism
by fire last year." Brandon
said. "They have learned from
that and are doing a nice job
that way."
Another question that still
remains is who will play quarterback this season. Junior

Anthony Turner will continue
to compete with sophomore
Tyler Sheehan and redshirt
freshman Anthony Gland.
"We have been trying to get
each one the same amount of
reps, with the same people,"
Brandon said. "Wehave tried to
get them to do the same plays,
so we can make it as objective
as possible.'"
The Falcons are not only
looking for a great player, the
team could have used more
veteran leadership during last
year's 4-8 campaign.
"You don't want to have
someone who just goes t hrough
the motions." Brandon said.
"We want a guy who can he a
leader, and make good throws
and decisions."
Possibly the sorest of sub-

FREE MOVIE

Tuesday. Ac.! 10.200711

sible for every type of situation we face in the box."

SOFTBALL

Wiemer said.

From Page 9

BRYAN WINDSOR

ON THE PROWL: Jonna Nussbaum mails (or an opponent lo sew during a March 18
match againsi Wright Stale at Shadow Valley in Toledo. The Fakons are now 4-1 in the MAC
after two weekend victories.
opponent, had to battle back
from a 0-3 deficit in the third set
before making her comeback.
Menoff has continued her
domination in singles play as
she improved her record to 21-2
on the season and has remained
undefeated (5-0| in the MAC.
Historically in every season,
BG plays Miami and Ball State in
the same weekend. At this time
last year, the team dropped both
matches 4-3, making all the difference in the MAC standings
and dropping them below the
.5(H) mark

However, things are different
this year; the Falcons are well
above the .500 mark and are
looking lo place in the top portion of the MAC.
"If we keep playing this well
we should for sure finish in the
top three," Dean said. "We have
in our own hands the power lo
take it to the lop."
The Falcons will travel to
Kalamazoo, Mich, next to take
on Western Michigan, who sits
at the very top of MAC standings. The match will begin at 1
p.m. on Saturday.

jects for BGislhekickinggamc.
They had problems with punting and field goal kicking last
season and an improvement is
expected by the coaching staff.

TRIBE

Punting prospect Nick lovineUI

their season
"It could be a big problem
down the road," Hafner said.
"Once the season gets going,
you don't want to not get your
oil days —on top of t hat playing
doubleheaders, So it could be a
big pain.''
Dellucci, who is from
Louisiana, and Sabathia, who
lives near Oakland. Calif.,
both think the schedule-makers need lo put teams in better
environments next April.
"We're sitting here snowed
out four games when we could
have been in Seattle with a
retractable roof." Dellucci said.

and kicker Sinisa Vrvillo have
their leant excited.
That's such a breath of fresh
air after what we went through

last year," Brandon said. "It's
been huge to have two guys
who can kick and punt, You
can just see that the team has
noticed thai too, the tempo is
better."
To accommodate current
stadium renovations, BG will
play their April 21 spring game
at Bowling Green High School
this year. Doyl I.. Stadium is
having a new field surface
installed.

VWPY

From Page 10

and a run and Del.ong scored
as well to make it 8-5. With
only one out, the Falcons loaded the bases and Zirkle drove
in two more runs with a double
to make it 10-5. Brittany Hay's
second single of the inning
ended I he onslaught
Baca scored the Falcons'
final run in the seventh after
H'iemcr's third hit of lhe game
"The kids didn't let [the cold|
bother them," coach Shannon
Salsburg said. "They played
hard so it was no big deal."
The game marked the sixth
time BG has had 10 or more
hits this season.
"All the credit in the world
goes lo our coaching Stafl for
preparing us as much as pos-

In game two, (XI again
came out and scored earl)
posting iwo runs in the first
inning. BGcul the lead in hall
when Del.ong drove in Hay

with a triple.
Thi' fourth inning gave the
Falcons two more runs and
the lead after Baca's hii scored
Zirkle and Del.ong. Ol) tied
the game in the bottom of
the fifth. BG added two more
runs in the sixth.
Despite the 5-3 victory, BG
wasout-hil by OH 111.
'We walkeda ton that game,"
Salsburg said. "We li mnd other
ways to gel on base."
BG is again in action tomorrow when they travel to
Tennessee [43-2,14-2 SIC) for
a double header.

Jackets miss playoffs
again after bad start
By Rusty Miller
The Associated Press
COLUMBUS - While other
recent expansion
teams
such as the Minnesota Wild.
Nashville Predators and
Tampa Bay Lightning gear up
for I he playoffs, t he Columbus
Blue lackets are once again
making tee limes and flight
arrangements to go home
The Blue lackets have played
six seasons and have never
been involved in a postseason
game — the only team left in
the NHL who can make that
dubious claim.
The club has tried Tilling the
lineup with guys barely old
enough to grab a libation from
a Nationwide Arena vendor,
and has also attempted losign
30-somelhing veterans who
can lead the way to the prom
ised land of the playoffs.
Instead, the Blue Nickels
have never come closer than
19 points from a playoff spot
and have never finished a scar

within 10 points of the franchise they have iried 10 emulate, the might) Detroit Bed
Wings.
We have to grow into win
ners," forward lodv Shelley
said.
Columbus closed out the
year with a 33-42-7 record,
better than only six teams in
the league. As has become an
annual occurrence, the Blue
lackets goi oil IO a horrible
stall, winning jusl six ol their
liisi 2i games. < oach ken
Hitchcock replaced the fired
Gerard Gallant and went 28-

29-5 the rest of the way.
"It's going to be1 a lough

summer," star forward Rick
Yi-.li said. "We have to staj
in shape. We've gol lo siarl in
September, instead ol in past
years we ve been building
when December and lanuary
conies around, Nexl year it
has to be different."
Hitchcock, who led Dallas
See JACKETS I Page 12
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LOG ON TODAY TO:
View our 2007/2008 Listing
View photos, map of locations, paperwork
and other info to make your search easier.
Stop by or call office for update on openings

Tuesday- April 10»h
Friday- April 13th
Sunday- April 15th

206 Bovven -Thompson
Student Union Theatre I

9:30PM

Special early showing
every Friday @ 6:30 PM

www.bgsu.edu/studentlife/organization/uao/movies.html

Editor Applications
Now being accepted by the University Board of
Student Publications for the following positions:

BG News Editor
Summer 2007

BG News Editor
2007-2008 Academic Year

The Gavel Editor

Lease

GREAT LOCATIONS
EFFICIENCIES- at 451 Thurstin across from Offenhauer.
$700 for the summer, deposit $225. One person only

2007-2008 Academic Year

The Key Yearbook Editor
2007-2008 Academic Year

The Obsidian
ONE BEDROOMS- Several locations. $785 for the summer,
deposit $225. One person only
TWO BEDROOMS-Several locations. $950 for the summer,
deposit $225. Two person limit.

JOHN

NEWLOVE
JEW Sitate. lie.
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2007-2008 Academic Year
Applications can be picked up in 204 West Hall
Applications due: 5PM on Wednesday, April 11 in 204 West Hall

:; i ■

319 E. Wooste r Stint, Bowling Grmn, OH
(Located Across F'om face Be-li
Rental Office 419-354-2260
Hours Mon. thru Fri. 8:30-5:30 Sat. 8:30-5:00
www. johnnewtoverealestate corn

BGSU
BOWLING GREEN STATE UNIVERSITY

'We've got a place for everyone!"
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From Page 9
while striking oui five, According
to lohnson, the hits jus) didn't
come for BG.
"We have to liii the ball,"
lohnson said. "We didn't gel
timely hiis. and we never realrj
tiit it hard."
It was in the sixth inning of
the name thai the first contro
versial call came about; when a
hit off the right field wall by CMU
third baseman Noah Lankford
was i nlfi.1 a homerun l>\' ilie firsl
base umpire. H<. outfielders, as
well as the coaching staff tried to
explain their case io ihe umpires
and lohnson even showed the
umpires the kill, which had a
mark on il from liilliii); the wall.
I he officials lei the homer stand
and a livid Sehmil/ was tossed
from the game.
"Io IIS il looked like the hall
liit the II.II on the fence, hui
ihe umpire thoiiejil il hit a tree
Ibeyond the walll and then
tow hed the fence."
Alter Ihe weather forced the
cancellation of Saturday's name.
a douhleheader was scheduled

for Sunday.
I he first game was i lose all the
way.NickCantrell(2 I. I I8ERAJ
started lor die falcons and put
lot ih another solid effort, going
live inniiiHs and j-ivinn up three
runs on III hits and striking out
two.

(Mils Dan Taylor 11-0. I .HO
l:HA) also pui together an excellent start, going H.I innings,
allowing one run on three hits
and fanning live. Two of IK is
thru- hits were doubles by Marly
liaird. the second ofwhich scored
shortstop Ryan Shay from second
I he team's only run.
Controversy struck again as
assistant and first base coach
fod Brown was tossed by the first
base umpire for allegedly making .i personal comment to him.
According to Sehmil/. Brown
was actually talking to their players, but the umpire thought it was
directed at him. Hy the end of the
game, the I ale (ins had moreejeciiiuis (2) than tuns III in the first
[wogamesol die series.
I lie series finale late Sunday
afternoon saw a lot of runs
scored, with 20 put up between
hoth teams. Ii(, struck first in tile
third inning when Shay drove in
second baseman Eric Lawson
and center fielder Kurt Wells with
a base hit I he < Ihippewas would
come right hack with three runs
in the fourth, anil would In del tin
lead for good lacking on eleven
more runs, including a five-run
ninth inning. I he lalcons would
go on Io scalier four more runs
over the rest of the game.
Marty Haird (2-3, 7.18 ERA),
who provided the offense for HI,
in die previous game, took the
mound, and went 4.1 innings,
allowing eight runson Hlhitsand
striking mil one. Itielalconbull-

ROUGH WEEKEND
D E LAYS: Saturday's game was
delayed for two hours until it was
finally cancelled and the first game
of the Sunday doubleheader was
delayed an hour.
COLD BATS: In the first two
games of the series. BG's offense
accounted for a total of six hits and
one run.
CONFLICT: By the end of
the second game. 8G had more
coach ejections (2) than it had runs
scored (1).
peii would give up six more runs,
five of which came in the ninth.
In a weekend scries that saw
some strong pitching but inefficient offense, it will be important
lor ihe team's leaders, as well as
iis bats io pick up ihe pace.
"We're just not hilling,"
Schmltz said. "It's kind of ridiculous. I thought the pitchingdid a
good job, but it's frustrating. The
iipperclassnien aren't getting
done righl now. We may have
to start making some changes,
maybe starl building for the
future.''
"We jusl have Io put it all
together," lohnson said. "We
have to keep doing the little
things |to score runs and win
games ."
lid will look lo get back on
track tomorrow when they travel
lo South Bend, hid. to play Notre
Dame. The first pitch is scheduled for 5:05 p.m.

Sign Up Before April 31s« to Save $100 on
Your 1st Month's Rent
Houses for Kent:
I 19 Itniip
225 Lehman
247 Summit
702 Sixth
702 Sixth
_
ii4 Sixth

Mid Am Manor
641 Third St.
702 Third St.

s."> Fourth St.

id Am
anagement
Charlestown Apts.
710 Scott Hamilton
730Scotl Hamilton

Call to make an appointment today!

Mid Am Management
641 Third #4 BG
352-4380
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to the 1999 Stanley Cup,
believes his team made
strides.
"Some seasons you get
to the end and you're just
drained. This is a different situation," he said after
an oh-so-typical 4-3 loss
to playoff-bound Anaheim
in the season finale on
Saturday night. "This is a
learn that took on a lot of
injuries and then seemed
to get better. It improved
dramatically. We didn't go
quietly into the night."
However, the effort continues to be spotty—playing
the league's top teams well
one night and then losing
the next to one of the few
teams below Columbus in
the standings.
No one is taking more heat
than the man who built the
franchise from scratch, president and general manager
Doug MacLean.
Attendance
is
down
— although still better
than outposts with stronger learns such as Nashville
— and many season-ticket
buyers are angry thai the
Blue lackets have never come
within a mile of the playoffs
while Minnesota, which also

came into the league in 1999,
is a contender every year.
MacLean said injuries to
mainstays such as Bryan
Berard, Duvie Westcott,
Adam I:oote, Dan Fritsche
and top goaltender Pascal
Leclaire were one big reason
for another spring watching
the playoffs on TV.
He also puts the onus on
the club's two biggest young
stars, Nash and Nikolai
Zherdev. Nash finished with
just 27 goals — 14 fewer than
when he tied for the goalscoring title three years ago.
Zherdev remained an enigma, finding Ihe net just 10
times.
"When I look al Ihe group
and say, 'Where did we go
wrong?' — I had Nash and
Zherdev for 70 goals Icombinedl." MacLean said.
MacLean knows he's on
the hot seat. He will meet
soon with majority owner
lohn H. McConnell. He
also knows thai McConnell
expects more.
"He thinks we're a better
team than our record. He
thinks we've made some
great strides," MacLean said.
"Is he disappointed? Yeah.
He would have liked lo have
done a lot better. I know that.
Mr. McConnell is a big-picture guy. But I'll have lo wail
and see where that goes."

AMATEUR
From Page 9
swings Uiler and I've slmck out
without aiming close to hitting
ihe ball.
My mind generated dozens
of questions as Wiemer warms
up. dm you back up? What does
your change-up look like? What
the hell is rise-ball? Why didn't 1
wear a cup? None of it matters
anymore, except for maybe the
cup thing — I really should have
brought that.
In a matter olminutes I'm taking
my helmet and batting gloves off
wondering what just happened.
What happened was I got struck
out three times without posing
any threat to hit the ball — not so
much as a foul tip. Al least when
I played BG's Martin Samarco in
basketball I scored three times.
A moment of silence please
for my once promising baseball
career.
As I walk off the field, still bewildered. Anthony Baca reminds
me I gave it my all and had some
good swings. Despite the encouragement from my new friend, I
couldn't help but be disappointed.
Then I remember I'm still writer.
a writer who had the good fortune
of not paying the ultimate price for
forgellingacup.

See video from this ei vi it at
htqx//uwwbgnews.coml

k

"Here's what I've learned: that you can't

IMUS
From Page 10
ance on Sharpton's nationally syndicated show.
"It's not going to be easy,
but I'm not looking for it to be
easy," Imus said.
Meanwhile, the Rev. lesse
lackson and about 50 others
marched yesterday outside the
Chicago offices of NBC, the
General lilectric Co. subsidiary
that owns MSNBC, carrying
signs and shouting "Imus must
go." lackson said Imus- comments contribute to "a climate
of degradation" and stem from
a lack of blacks as program
hosts.
Imus made ihe now infamous remark during his show
Wednesday.
The Ruigers learn, which
includes eight black women,
had lost the day before in ihe
NCAA women's champion-

make fun of everybody, because some
people don't deserve it.
ship game.
Imus was speaking wiih
producer Bernard McGuirk
about the game when ihe
exchange began on "Imus in
the Morning." The show is
broadcast on more than 70 stations and MSNBC.
"That's some rough girls
from Rutgers," Imus said.
"Man, they got tattoos...."
"Some
hardcore
hos,"
McGuirk said.
"That's some nappy-headed
hos there, I'm going to tell you
that," Imus said.
Imus apologized on the air
Friday, but his mea culpa has
not quieted the uproar.
lames E, Harris, president

of i lie New lersey chapter of
the National Association for
ihe Advancement of Colored
People, demanded Sunday
that Imus "resign or be terminated immediately.''
Allison Gollust, a spokeswoman for MSNBC, said the
network considers Imus' comments "deplorable" and was
reviewing the matter.
Karen Mateo, a spokeswoman for CBS Radio — Imus'
employer and the owner of his
New York radio home. VVFANAM — said the company
was "disappointed" in Imus'
actions and characterized
his comments as "completely
inappropriate."

VILLAGE GREEN
APARTMENTS
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SPACIOUS APARTMENTS • EXCELLENT LOCATIONS
• EXTRA AMENITIES •

Taking Applications Now!
Are you looking for a way to put your bachelor's degree
to good use? Do you want a rewarding career where
you make a difference in the lives of people with whom
you work?
Occupational ihcrapisis use occupations, or everyday
tasks, therapeutically to help people facing disabilities or
the challenges of aging learn or relearn the skills needed
for the job of living. They work in a variety of settings
such as:
•

Hospitals

•

Schools

•

Workplaces

•

Cognitive and psychiatric rehabilitative facilities

•

Community-based facilities

The University of Toledo offers a doctoral degree in
occupational therapy. Reasons students choose to study

"Home away from Home"
• OFFICE HOURS •
Monday - Friday 9:00 AM to 5:00 PM
Weekends By Appointment • Anytime By Appointment

FOR RENTAL INFORMATION
Call 419-354-3533 or visit villagegreen-bg.org
480 Lehman Avenue * Bowling Green, Ohio 43402

[

The BG News has a fall opening for a qualified
student to work in part-time selling

Got Sweet Skills?
Benefits of the Job
• Real World Experience

at UT include:

• Resume Builder

•

UT's faculty members arc nationally recognized as
therapists, educators and researchers.

• Pay based on commission

•

Small class size allows for individual attention.

•

Clinical opportunities are offered each semester of
enrollment.

• Flexible hours
• Fun atmosphere
Perferred Candidates
• So. or Jr. Business or IPC major
• Own transportation

Applications for Fall 2007 & 2008 admission are
currently being accepted! For more information or to

• Detailed oriented
• Interested in advertising
or sales career

schedule a personal visit, contact us at 419.383.4429,
I II I

U Nl VI -RSI I Y Of

TOLEDO

occtherapydoctorate@utoledo.edu or visit our web
site at http://hsc.utoledo.edu/healthscietues/ot/mdex.html

Apply in person
Pick up application
at 204 West Hall
Bring resume if available

Yv%
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Chemical cover-up

Spring causes
allergies to surface

MARSHA HALPER I THE 9G NEWS

SHINING BRIGHT: Alight used lo activate the chemical reaction in bleach is cast on
Deborah Merry's teeth at the office of Forl Lauderdale dentist Gary Kodish.

Americans strive
for whiter teeth
By Madeleine Marr
MCT

VARIOUS SHADES OF
WHITE

MIAMI — Cortadito in the
morning. Cabernet at night. A
Diet Coke here and there.
Whatever the tasty poison,
your smile isn't looking up to
snuff these days.
Safe to say you're not without
options. Spin your cart down the
dental-health aisle. The shelves
are practically sagging with athome whitening gels, pastes,
washes, flosses, even herbs.
Apparently, worries over tartar
and plaque — the buzzwords of
the last few years — have gone
the way of silver fillings.
Talk about putting your
money where your mouth is:
Last year alone, Americans
spent more than SI billion on
over-the-counter
bleaching
products. In his book, "Smile!

WHITENING DEPENDS ON
TEETH'S CONDITION
■ Not for everyone: The reasons why your teeth aren t
pearly vary. It may have
to do with poor oral care,
gum disease, aging, even
genetic factors. "Whitening
only works in a healthy situation," says Miami dentist
Dr. Ewaldo Wendler. "Your
other issues need to be
treated first."
■ All depends on hue:
Whiteners may not correct
all discolorations. Teeth
with a yellow-ish tint bleach
the best. Brownish teeth
work less well; gray teeth
may not turn at all. Also,
veneers, crowns, dentures,
etc. won't change color. A
cleaning is recommended
prior to the session.

The Ultimate Guide to Achieving
Smile Beauty" (Warner Wellness,
SI3.95), Jonathan B, l.evine,
founder of the GoSMILE brand,
predicts the market for toothwhitening products and services
will reach SIS billion by 2010.
"It is by far my most popular
procedure, hands down.' sayTort Lauderdale, l-'la.. dentist Dr.

Gary Kodish. Not just for him;
whitening is the No. 1 requested cosmetic service in the
United States, according to the
American Academy of Cosmetic
Dentistry.

(MCT) — The sight of a blossoming tree or flower bed
usually signals the arrival of
the spring and summer seasons. But it means something
more for people with seasonal allergic rhinitis, more commonly known as "hay fever."
Microscopic airborne pollens from flowering plants
and
microscopic mold
spores can trigger painful
and violent sinus reaction,
and increase symptoms —
sneezing, congestion, runny
nose and itchiness in the
nose, mouth, throat, eyes
and even ears.
In the late summer and
early fall, ragweed pollen —
such as from sagebrush, pigweed, tumbleweed — go into
action, and prolong the grief
for outdoor allergy suffers.

By Wendy Donahue

A wide variety of over-thecounter medicines have been
developed to help hay-fevei
suffers cope with the effects
created by pollen and molds.
But, there are also several
other steps a person can take
to help reduce exposure lo
these irritants:
— Keep windows closed
at night to prevent pollens
or molds from floating into
the home. Air condition
ing cleans, cools and dries
the air.
— Pollen is usually emitted from plants very early in
the morning, so limit outdoor
activity dm ing that time.
— Stay indoors when the
pollen count or humidity
is high, and on windy days
when dust and pollen arc
kicked up and spread easily.

ShopSmart, a new publication from the publishers ol
Consumer Reports, wains
Of hidden chemicals in immetics.
The winter issue cites
phthalates, which ii sa\s ma)
be linked to developmental and reproductive health

risks. Phthalates canbe found
in lotions, hair sprays, perfumes and deodorants, yel
often are not listed on product labels. The chemicals are

used to help fragrances linger and lake the stillness out
of hair spray, for example.
ShopSmart
conducted
independent tests for phthalates on eight fragrances,
including
Celine
Dion

Parfums Eau de Toilette
Spray,

THE BG NEWS SUDOKU
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ORb\NDO, I-'la. — Orange
County Lire Rescue recruits
have just jogged down the
driveway of their training
facility in a double conga
line. Now, they're sitting in
a circle, chanting in chorus
while doing leg lifts after their
workout.
"Lean on me, when you're
not strong." they sing.
The 19 recruits meet from
7 to 8 even,' morning to exercise, practice teamwork and
prepare themselves for the
dangers and stresses of battling fires and rescuing victims.
And the daily fitness routine won't stop when they
graduate.
The Orange County Lire
Rescue Department mandates that all of its firefighters exercise for an hour even
day. It's one way to fight the
diseases and injuries that can
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Fitness warms its way
into firefighters' lives
afflict firefighters. Research
about the occupation's health
hazards shows that heart
disease causes 45 percent of
deaths among U.S. firefighters on duty.
Orange County wanted
to combat those odds, so it
installed workout equipment
in most stations. At stations
without equipment, firefighters head to local gyms or the
main (raining facility.
And to make sure the
workouts are having their
intended effect, a specially
outfitted "fit" mobile unit
visits all 40 substations in
Orange County for yearly
checkups of firefighters' heart
rates, strength, flexibility and
endurance, firefighters also
face an annual test to gauge
their abilities to haul hoses.
bodies and ladders.
The focus on fitness started
six years ago, when Chief Carl
Plaugher joined the depart
ment with the goal of making
firefighters healthier.

Happy

Taylor While Diamonds Lau
de Parfum, Estee i audei
Beautiful fan de Parfum
Spray, Liz Claiborne < urve
fan de Toilette Spray and
Christian Dior Poison Lau de
Toilette Spray.

4

By Mary Knowles
MCT

('.Unique

Perfume Spray. Elizabeth
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SUDOKU
To play: Complete the grid
so that every row, column
and every 3x3 box contains
the digits 1 to 9There is no
guessing or math involved.
Just use logic to solve.
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Create and solve your
Sudoku puzzles for FREE.
PlavSuwrSudoKu and win prizes a..

PRIZESUDOKUIOM

MERTIME
. Phone
I Directory

We are looking for account executives
to sell for the
BGSU telephone directory.

Great pay potential
• Flexible Hours
Bonus Incentives
• May-August
• Valuable Sales Experience
For more information call 372-0430 or email twhitma@bgsu.edu

DEADLINE APRIL 20th

CAMPBELL HILL APARTMENTS
CAMPBELL HILL TOWNHOUSES
2 bedroom, I"2 bath townhouses with AC,
furniture, full basement, dishwasher

Your ticket to dining on campus at:
• University dining locations
• Wendy's" at the Union

Starbucks'" at the Union
Select vending machines

Also accepted at participating local restaurants.

SIGN UP TODAY FOR A FALL '07 LEASE
AND RECEIVE A DEPOSIT SPECIAL
$50.00 PER PERSON
AND WASHER/DRYER
loffer valid 3/28/07 - 4/16/071

BG1 CARD...THE 1 CARD TO CARRY.
For more information: http://BG1Card.BGSU.edu
Phon»:419.372.4127 Email: bg1card@bgsu.edu
In person: BG1 Card Services Center, Bowen-Thompson Student Union

BGSU

" On May 4, BGSU will discontinue BiG Charge and bursaring.

■TJ&J.

GREENBRIAR, INC.

Hours:
Mon-Fn: 9am-5pm
Sat: 9am-1pm
445 E. Wooster
Bowling Green. OH 43402
419.352.0717
www.greenbriarrentals.com

CLASSIFIEDS

14',

The Daily Crossword Fix

Help Wanted

Help Wanted

FOUND-RING. Women s restroom.
1st Moor. BA Bldg . Thurs April 5. To
claim call Jeanne. 419 262 6535 to
describe

College Pro is now hiring painters to
work outside with other students.
Earn $3000-5000 Advancement opportunities. 1-888-277-9787 or
wwwcollegepro.com

Full & part-time positions available
Lawn Maintenance

-"ersonals

Earn $2500* monthly and more
lo type simple ads online.
www. DataAdEntry.com

Lost/Found

CAMPUS POLLYEYES
SPAGHETTI & MEATBALLS
$5 50
352-9638

Looking lor student/teacher to choreograph a guincenita. Latin/hip hop
routines Call 419-308-7101

Join me at the OAR. Concert.
I'll be there in my birthday suit'
www.bgsu.musictoday com

Needed, bar and wait staff at
Porkey's in Weston. OH
Send resume to
Porkeys resume@earthlmk.net
or call 419-344-2058.

Help Wanted
'BARTENDING1 up 'o S 10 I n.iy No
exp. necessary. Training provided.
Can 800-965 6520 ext 174.
Delivery & Prep Personnel
at DiBenedetto s
1432 E Wooster St
Apply Monday through Friday
HELP WANTED1 NOW S DURING
THE SUMMER VACATION
Employees needed to perform light
production work. Company otters
flexible hours between 730am and
7 30pm most days Must work al
least 15 hours per week can be lull
time many BGSU students work
hereeasy walk trom campus. Pay is
S6.85 per hour Pick-up application
at Advanced Specialty Products Inc
428 Clough St Bowling Green. OH
43402

PLAY SPORTS! HAVE FUN! SAVE
MONEY! Maine camp needs lun
loving counselors to teach all land,
adventure & water sports Great
summer1 Call 888-844-8080. apply:
Servers needed" Experience req.
Apply in person 100 N Main St.
N. Baltimore. OH. 419-257-0203.
Sitter for 8 yr. old
Afternoons 8
summer: varied hours Must drive,
references, past background check.
Contact 419-352-2909.
Summer Work. Student Painters
Outside Painting. $7.50 per hour
419-733-4043
The BG News
Advertising Sales Position
Fall 07 Spring '08
Must be personable, detail oriented,
have own transportation, flexible
hours Apply m person & pick up application at 204 West Hall

f" 709 5th Street A
APARTMENTS

419-354-1923.
Toledo Area
Advertising Sales Position
Sell for The BG News
Must be personable, detail oriented,
have own transportation, flexible
hours. Apply m person & pick up application at 204 West Hall.
TOLEDO COUNTRY CLUB is hiring
for Servers Bartenders. Day or night
shifts Tues -Sat. $10- per hour Apply in person. Tue./Wed/Thu. btwn.
2-4pm 3949 River Rd.. Toledo. OH
43614 NO PHONE CALLS PLEASE

1-2 Days per week during school
Full Time during summer break
www.homecityice.com
NO EXPERIENCE NEEDED • WH-L THAK

1-800-899-8070

2 Bdrm., 2 Full Bath, C/A
Shuttle stop across the street
$525/month Full Year Lease
For Rental Information:
Contact Jack at
1-800-829-8638
or Steve at
,
(419)352-1150
>

419.352.8639 • 737 S. Main St
www.southside6.com
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ACROSS

Ranch house. 3 bdrm., 1 bath. Great
location, quiet neighborhood. Lots of
updates. $142,000. 419-308-4162

For Rent

"07-08 Rental 1 S 2 bdrm apts. 303
E Merry 6 bdrm 3 liv. UP TO 8 All
next to campus, $5 Web.Call 419353-0325 9am-9pm/listmg 24/7 @
316 E. Merry 3. All close to dntn .
more updates @CARTYRENTALS
COM
07 - 08 School Year
1.2 & 3 bedroom apts. available.
For more info call 419-354-9740.

1
4
9
14
15
16
17
18
20
22
23
24
25
29
31
33
34
36
38
39
40
41

Jostle
Made bovine noises
Milky gems
Coach Parseghian
Old-womanish
Bobbetteshit
Bunco game
Teacher's role, at times
Actor Werner
Of living organisms
Wally's bro
Big name in brewing
Webzme
Garciaparra of baseball
VCR button
Late starter?
Mies van der Rohe
Idiom
Equidistant
Halloween mo.
Reply to "Are too!"
Santiago populace

43
44
45
46
47
49
51
54
56
57
61
62
63
64
65
66
67

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
19
21
24
26
27
28
30
32
34
35

Son of Isaac
Came up
Regular union members
Actor Bert
Man-mission connection
Mr. Ed's owner
Perry of fashion
Political donkey
Old Dodge
Sticker info
Model Carol
Singer Sayer
Sun. homily
Questionnaire option 42
Admission
43
Piece of luggage
46
Mickey's gal
48
English track
50
"Pride _ before..."
Bogs down
52
Mild cigar
53
Milk: pref.
55
Wedding parly mem- 56
ber
57
36 Hint to this puzzle's
58
theme
59
37 Astounded
60
39 Out of jail, condition-

Apparition
Rolodex info
The Racer's Edge
Hooch
Popular cookie
Yippee!
Outback birds
Closer
Take on
"20/20," e.g.
Colorado tribesman
Dramatist Edward
Hotelier Helmsley
Saturate
Metal sheet
Cary of "The Princess Bride"
Finnish twins?

s N
d 0

12 month leases starting May 2007
424 S College - 3 BR House
$795 ♦ util.
605 5th St. - 3 BR Apt.
$675 ♦ util.
818 2nd St -2BRApt.
$500 * gas/elec.
849 6th St. - 1 BR Apt.
$325 . util.
Smith Apt. Rentals
419-352-8917

IV2 Blocks From Campus
First FULL Month Free'

2 bedrooms on 7th St. W/D. $650
mo. plus utilities. Available May 1st.
419-287-4337.

clions Apply

2 rooms avail, in 4 bdrm. Enclave
apt. May thru Aug. Each have private bath. Apt includes W'D $350
plus utilities 419-966-6192.
2 subleasers needed for 2 bdrm.apt.
May-Aug. Very spacious, W/D, $290
per person plus util. 419-217-7755.
3 bdrm apt. recently remodeled,
small pets allowed tor 2007-2008.
sch. yr.Please call 419-308-3525.
3 bdrm house. $800 plus ulils Avail
8/16. Sm. pet allowed. 404 S. College. 419.352.4850 S 419.352 6948.
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Email: bookstore@bgsu.edu
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Telephone: 419-372-2851

ally
Fighting battles
Pursue amorously
Take out a loan
First stage
"Science of Logic"
author
Writer Sinclair
Dance moves
Alternative to a saber
Latin 101 verb
Take a sofa break
Wing of a mansion
Pugilists' org.
Diion donkey

ANSWERS
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34

05 Honda EXL Accord 2 door. fully
loaded, moon-roof. XM radio. Best
offer 419-345-1001.

2 bdrm. apt. 4th St. $525 month +
utilities. Available August 7. S lor
fall. Call 419-409-1110.

419-382-7691

„1 ■"
B"

1457 Scott Hamilton. 4 bdrm. Need
2-4 subleasers from Aug. 07-Aug.
08 Call 419-276-8843.

1 Bedroom & Studios Available
Pats Welcome
On Site Laundry
Short Terms Leases Avail
Private Patios

J
:-■§:-It- Hi

'"'

Buy / Sell / Trade / Rent
New Or Used
DVD's ' Video Games /
Game Systems / And More
www.ubboa.com 419-494-1588

bookstore

brought to you by

For Sale

1 bdrm apt. across from campus.
Available May 07.1 yr lease.
$350 mo. & utilities.
Call 419-897-5997

Toledo/Northwest Ohio Area

WWW.BGNEWS.COM

(/)
S

T

V

bookstore! g

Monday-Thursday
'-Thuri
9:00a rh-7:30pm
Friday
9:00am-5:30pm
Saturday-Sunday
Noon-5:SOpm

Website: bookstore, bgsu.ei

For Rent

For Rent

For Rent

3 bdm. house. Close to BGSU
Off-street parking. W/D. AC. One-2
bdrm. apt. off street pkg. Close to
BGSU. All avail. Aug. 15, 2007. 419352-4773 419-601-3225 (cell).

Apis & Houses 07 -08
419-353-8206
www.titerentals.com

House for rent 4 bdrm.. 2 bath, 1015 min. from campus. $700 mo. incl.
appliances & trash 419-341-0978.

For summer/fall lease. 3 students to
share 3 bed. 2 bath condo in residential area, on west side of town.
$340 ea./mo. plus util. Respond to
372-7373 or judyjac@bgsu.edu.

Private entry 1 bdrm. & studio
As low as $365
419 352 0590

3 bdrm. ranch house for rent.
Close to campus. Dish washer/W/D
Pet welcome 419-352-2915.
525 N Prospect-3 bdrm.. 2 bath, 2
car garage. $10007M Avail, in May.
439 N. Mam 5 bdrm. 2 bath, whole
house. $1500/M Avail, in Aug.
721 Fourth. 3 bdrm. 2 bath, townhse
$800/M. Avail, in Aug. 419-353-0494

Furnished room.for female, tor rent
with freedom of house. $225 mo.
$100 deposit. 419-354-6117.

812 Third St. 2 story, 3 bdrm, 1
bath. $840 a mo. ♦util. 5 blocks from
campus. Private, fenced in backyard. Coin W/D. Very clean. Avail.
May 15. Call Phil 419-392-2812.

May 07- Aug 08 tease
www.bghighlandmgmt.com

Available August 15. 2007. 3 bdrm.
house. 227 E. Reed. $1000 per mo.
I bdrm apts. $300 & $350 per mo.
Year lease req All close to BGSU
Call 419-308-2458
Enclave II waives $75 app. fee by
signing over my 12 mo. May to May
lease. Call ASAP 419-307-0087.

Highland Management
1 & 2 bedroom apart.

354-6036

Houses'Apts for 07-08 school year
12 month leases only
S. Smith Contracting. LLC
419-352-8917 - 532 Manville Ave
Office open 10 - 2 M - F
Ouiet tenants preferred
Newly remodeled house. 4-5 bdrm..
2 bath, close to dntown. S campus
May . lease. $1500 mo. plus utiities.
419-340-2500

Quiet. 1 bedroom unfurn. apt. on S
College Dr Available August. $360
Call 419-352-9378.
Sublsr. needed from May 5 - Aug. 1.
2 bdrm apt Each room $255 Free
gas. cable S internet. 330-622-1575.
Summer lease. Furn. 1 bdrm. apt.
Private bathrm.. W/D. A/C. swim
pool & more. $350 * util. 1st mo.
rent 1/2 price. 330-284-4243
The Highlands
1 bedroom apartments

$395.00 • $450.00
Ouiet location, Laundry on Site
www.bghighianflrngmicom
Highland Management
419-354-6036
Upper floor of house. All util incl.
Free cable, W/D. monthly rent. Call
419-352-9542.

3 BDRM APARTMENTS & TOWNHOUSES
♦ INTERNET CREDIT
♦ FREE SUMMER STORAGE
♦ FREE WASHER & DRYER IN ALL HD 3 BDRMS

MOST COMMON SIZE FOR
SI"
10X10 UNITS MAY 1-AUG 31
$199.00
*TAX(PRE-PAI0|
Items available for purchase ndude
Loci's Tarps Tape

*PLUS*

No reserved units, units must be paid lor
to secure your rental contract

YOUR CHOICE OF THE FOLLOWING UPON MOVE-IN
$500.00 OFF YOUR FIRST MONTHS RENT
OR
$500.00 BEST BUY GIFT CARD

Courteous Service, Convenience. Safe
Some of the reasons to rent trom us
Rental Office & Units located at:
Whitman Hardware
15(19 Bowling Green Rd West
(Wooster Street)
Mon-Fri 8:00 AM - 5 00 PM
Sat 8:00 - 3:00 PM
24/7 accost to units

** You MUST bring this ad into our office at the time of signing the RESERVATION
AGREEMENT for this promotion to be honored. Gift card will be given on day of move in, either
6/2/07 or 8/16/07 or we will discount your first month rent.

Phone:419-354-7867
419-354-STOR

LIMITED OCCUPANCY REMAINING!!
1-2-3 Bedroom Apartments

From Only $490!
On selected floor plans
•
•
•
■
•

Ground floor ranch
Private entrance
Patio
Spacious kitchen
Pets welcome!

-FREE HEA1

Management Inc.

VAMITT SQUAUt
APWrHWMTS

1
1045 N. Main St. Bowling Green, OH. 43402 419-353-5800
email: inforameccabg.com

www.meccabg.com
* CERTAIN TERMS & RESTRICTIONS APPLY*

N

■ '^m GYPSY LAN!
1 PEICO

t

VARSITY SQUARE
apartments
419-353-7715 1*5

